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Vo%tional Rehabill,tation in Employment Trawling is a compendium of eight papers designed
' to (1) pr sent the relationship of the rehabilitation process to vocational education, (2) examine

the cooperative roles of vocational education. rehabilitation, and special education. and (3) ides-,
tify,the trends that will have an impact on the planning for future employment training needs. The

-compenchuin contains useful information for planning vocational education programs for disabled
persons as well as for other target groupsdisplaced workers, adult basic ducation students, and

. disadvantaged youth In addition to its usefulness as a program planning:to I. the monograph.will
*serves.tO provide impetus to vocational education, vocational rehabilitation, nd special education
administrators in the development of codperative arrangements.

r 1 '
°The paper is one of nine papers produced by the. National Center Clearingh'ouse's Information

Analysis Program in 1984. It IS hoped that the analysis of information on topics of interest, to the
, field of vocational education will contribute to improved programming. Papers in the series should

I be of interest to all vocational and adult educators, including federal and state agency personnel.
,t teacher educators, reaearchers, administrators, teachers.and support staff.

. ,

4 The profession is indebted So Dri Pamela Finnerty-Fried and Dr. Robert N. lanacone for their
s scholarship in preparing 'this paper. Dr. Finnerty-Fried is an Assistant Professor In the 1:tenabil%-

bon Counselor Education Program and the DirectOr of the Attitudes Research Project in the Re a-
t bilitattire Re earch and Training Center at The George Washington University. Dr. lahacone coor-

dinates the ocational,Special Education Program at The George Washington University .

Appreciatio isalso extended to George Tolson. Jr , Carol A. Kochhar. William F. Sullivan. and
Pamela J conte for their contributions to the paper. '; .

'Dr. eed Greenwood. University of Arkansas, Dr. Donald Harrison. University of Michigan..Dr.
.

Bro an S,chumaker, Southern Illinois University. Dr Randall Shaw, Wayne State College, and
Hal Starr and Nancy Puleo of the National Center for tlesearch in Vocational Education con-

fAbuted to the dezelopment of the paper through their reviews of the manuscript. Staff on the pro-
ject included Dr. Wesley Budke, Dr. Judith Samuelson. and CatherinThompson, Ruth Nunley
typed the manuscript and Janet Ray served as word processoperator. Editorial assistance wasr-O

'provided by Constance Faddis and Rod Spain of the Field Services staff. . .
..

.

." .. . . .
.Robert E. Taylor',

,ot, E)tecutive Director ..

Th-eNational Ceder for Research.
in Vocational Education -
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EXECUTIVAUMMARY

1

ti

This compebdium presents the core areas of the rehabtlitation-proceisassessment. counsel-
ing, planning. training, and placementto show how the process is and maybe implemented to
serve individuals with disabilitin vocational education settings. The overview of key. legislation
and the components of the rehabilitation processthe model that undergirds the state and federal
rehabilitation system provided in the introductory section. Paves the way for the five application
sections that follow. Each of these sections examines current and potential applications of a dd.
ferent PrOCOS.S component as follows:

4
Vocational evaluation and assessment

Individualized planning

Employment readiness training

Vocational guidance and coufseling

Job placement and follow-up
). . .

fanacone identifies the following persons who play a significant role in the vocational evalua
lion and assessment process vocational evaluators. rehabilitation counselors, vocational educa-
tors. individuals who are diSabled. special educators, and significant others. Relevant information
for counseling and placement can be obtained through medical-information testing. academic test-
ing, interest testing, dexterity testing, vocational aptitude testing. personality testing, work sam-
pies, and situational assessments.

Tilson describes and outlines .the four phases in developing individualized vocational educa-
tion plans (1) determining the present functioning level. (2) writing annual goals. (3) writing short
term objectives, and (4) evaluating student performance.

I
Kochhar explains the four sequential phases involved in the employment readiness process

(1) readiness for vocational flaming. (2)' work adjustment. (3) vocational skill training. and (4) job-
seeking/keeping skills.

. -
J

1Sullivan points out that the vocational guidance and counseling process assumes a cohesive
roi in integrating the various components that are essential for the overall vocational development
and vocational success of disabled individuals. These components or phases are prevocational.
preassessment, assessment. exploration, selectioh. placement. and follow-up.

.

Job development and placement of disabled individuals works best through a team approach
The practitioners in the Spree disciplines of vocational education,'special education. and rehabilita-
tion have unique experiences and expertise, which can effectively be'used to assist disabled indi
viduals Tt* significant elements of the planning and placement strategy involve the following
phases job developments job modification. job analysis. job placement. and job follow-up

ix

8
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Becau the coMponents of the rehabilitation process are interrelated, key issues in one com-
ponent m = also be Of importance to another component. For example, successful job placement
con be ac 'eyed only if theipb selection is made on the basis of a comprehensive knowledbe of
the indivi, ual's vocational strengthi'and limititions, abilities, aft personality. Thug, job placement
is tied clos= to assessment. For the same reason. an in-depth discussion of applications for one
area may refe o others as well.

ion s, special educators, school counselors, career education teachers, and
efriploythent and t program serviceproviders will find much useful infornia on Iti the appli-
cation sections for designing programs for disabled individuals. The same proces can be applied
also in developing assessment, counseling, employability skills training, and plac ment programs
'for other target groups Administrators, couapselors. and teachers may wish to consider programs
targeted at displaced workers, adult basic education students, or disadvantaged population.

Cooperative arrangements among vocational education, vocational rehabilitation, and special
educatiop are also a central theme of this compilation. A commonality of goals across the three
disciplines, as well as the team approach to the delivery of services, loiter the ideal climate for
expanded interdisciplinary cooperation. The 'section titled "The'Expansion of Services for Disabled
Persons within Vocational Education" focuses on means for strengthening thelinkages. Adminis-
trators in all three disciplinesvocational education. vocational rehabilitation, and special
educationwill benefit from the information presented herein in order to develop an understand-
ing of the rehabilitation process and to proves a common language for the discussion of coopera-
tive efforts

/
The last section of this compilation discusses implicatibns for vocational education of such

future trends as robotics,ielectronic cottage industries. and emerging occupations. These trends
will affect patterns of service delivery. program priorities. and cooperative relationships with other,
fields of education and other agencies.
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INTRODUCTION

This monograph is designetto present the rehabilitation model and its components to voca-
tional educators. Its purpose is fhreefolds,(1): to describe rehabilitation, its history, and its technol-
ogy. (2) to illustrate how rehabilitation is or can be implemented to serve individuals with disabili-
ties in vocational education settings. and (3) to demonstrate how certain components of the model
have applications for a broad spectrum of disabled and nonclisabled students in.vocational
education.

A disctssion of rehabilitation technology within vocational education necessitates inclusiOn of
the discipline of special education. Since the emphasis of this monograph is on rehabilitation and
tOe components of the rehabilitatiommodel, special education as a distinct discipline is not des-
tabed at length. The authors have worked as a team in a unique cross-discipline coopeative rela-
tionship to clarify the components of the rehabilitation process, its interface with special educa-
tion, and'its applications within vodation education-
.

As a guide to the reader, a chart of the rehabilitation process is presented (see figure 1). The -
chart presents a slieletal framework for the rehabilitation process. Tile reader is encouraged to
refer back to this chart as. various componenti are described.

44)

AU stages of the rehabilitation process are interrelated and the phases build upon one another.
For example, counseling occurs at all phases of rehabilitation and serves to cbordirrote4he pro-
cess. Job placergent is closefy tied to assessment. for a successful placiment can be acbieved
only if the selechbn of the Job site is'made on the basis of a comprehensive knowledge of an inch-
vidual's vocational strengths and limitations, abilities. and jlirsonality. Thepe and other features of
the rehabilitation model will be discussed in greater detail in the body of the monograph.

The services included in the rehabilitation model. as described in this monograph. are limited
to the core areas of assessment. counseling, planning. training, and placement. Those individuals
who have had contact with the vocational rehabilitation program may have heard of a number of
Other services, and in order to illuitrate the complexity and breadth of this program those services
are listed here. A brotarray of services for eligible disabled persons is included in the state-
federal rehabilitation program

f
Comprehensive evaluation

Medical, surgical. and hospital care, and related therapy to remove or reduce disability
'

Prosthetic and orthotic devices

Counseling. guidance. referral, and placement services

ik .Training- services

1

10
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$ Services in comprehensive or specialized rehabilitation facifitieg,

. . / . ... , r
Maintenance and transportation during rehabilitation

. 7 s,-,A,..-

- Tools, equipment, and licenses for work on a ji)13 or in establishing a small business
. -/-

initial stock, supplies, and managementiervicel fOr small bUsinesses, including acquisi-
tion of vending stands by the state abency

. .

Reader services for blind perions and interpreter services for deaf perkins
P

. i. .

Recruitment and training services ktprovide new careers for disabled individuals in the
field of rehabilitation and other service areas. .. 't

.
'Constrouction or establishment of rehabilitation factilities

. .,
.

Provision of facilities and services which promise to contribute toll group of disabled per-
. sons but which do not relate directly to the rehabilitation plan of any one person

Services to families of disabled persons when the. services willy6ntribute to the rehibalita-
tion of the disabled client . /

.. .

. Postemploymen services. includi4,bzilow-up int! follow-Along to help disabled personsif
i

hold (a job .
,

-

1 ,' Other goods and services necessary to render a handicapped person employable (U.S.
Dept of HEW 1977, p 0) , \I
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REHABILITATION APPLICATION".S.-IN,VOCATIONAL EDUCATION: GOALS,
HISTORICAL CONTEXT, ANO,C.OMPONENTS OF THE MODEL °

r:,.

1' Pamela Finnerty-Fried"
* -......_ .

Commonality of Goalt :Vocations "' Education, Rehabilitation,:
.

. .
- and"Special Education . 4 .

I ' .'
Vocational education has been defined by the American Vocational Association (1968) as

"education designed to avelqp skills, abilities, understandings. attitudes, work tubas'. and appre-
ciation needed by wo enter and make progreis in employment on a useful andproduchve
basis- (p. 12). VOcational educ tion piovides ork vehicle to fulfill the rhission of rehabilitation,

4' which is implied in th'e follOwing classic definition:
. . 1 '
The restoration of handicapped persons to the fullest physical, mental:social, voca-
tional. and economic usefulness of which hey are capable. (international Labor Office
1973, p. 1) 1/4 4

.

. .

Both definitions 'stress the impoxiance of productivity and usefulness. The provision of vobil-
'tlonal eduction to persons with disabilities requires Cooperation and combination of vocational
education. special education. and rehabilitation resources (Jenkins and Odle yso. The intera-
gency cooperation among these three disciplines has been described at "the single most signif

:cant factor for service delivery to handicapped personsin vocational educatAt" (Parents Cammk
paign for Handicapped Children and Youth 1978. p. 9). The programs share.theaommin goal or
Maximizing,Lhe productivity of citizens through appropriate education enciservices. For purposes
of demonstrating the potential usefulness of the ehabilitation model within vocational education,
the similarities rather than the distinctions,between programs will be central to the discyssion.

Rehabilitation philosophy. concepts. technology.gand practices potentially can be of benefit
for persons with disabilities in vocational education settings! The two programs share common
history aad goals. arid the linkage between them is a logical and sound one. A monograph on
applications of rehabilitation within vocational education would not be completes without"inclusiop
of the interrelationship of special education with rehabilitation andvocational education.

-,: 1/4. .

Ferh ps most important in this application of concepts from one area to another i the notion
of a tea apiwoac h. Rehabilitation professionals and special educators have,much to offer voca-
tional e uc4tors who are engaged in prording benef,!ciaj,,,educational experiences to persons with,
or withogt disabilities. It is the opinion of the authors of this monograph that the same evaluative
techniques. vocational support services, and individualized approaches to programming and
placement ate applibable and extremely valuable to nondisabred as well as disabled individuals.

VocatiOnal educatiOn.re habilitatiorand special education have been developed to meet
needs, and each has been nibdified to conform to the conception of,what is needed. The rehabili-
tation model has many applications within vocational education. Special education'has incorpo-

4
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1 . i . ..,
,

.. .
. ,

-. .rated much of the philosophy and technology it shares with rehabilitation in both adademip and ..

vocational settings. For purposes of-this monograph, the "artificial dichotomy" betweenorehabilita- .

4. *bon and special education is. bridged in order to describe how concepts and techniques used in
.4t,- both disciplines can be applied within vocational education for nondisabled its well as disabled

, individuals. An Overview Of the history of rehabilitation Will serve to provide the contextyithin .

11 which this application may be understood.'
_..

.1:1

I ib
-:. .

-

Historic Overview of Rehabilitation: Legislative Landmarks t
,

This historic overview of key rehabilitation legislation and pertinent education and vocational
education legislation is limited in depth and scope. Highlights and trends are briefly identified
Detailed descriptions of program components, administrative changes, and contextual historical
events are not included. r

.0

1917: Vocational Education Act
J06

The rehabilitation program shares a common histori with vocational education. Bitter (1979),
in describing the history of the vocational rehabilitation progrim, refers to the Smith - Hughes Act ,-

of 1917 (Pl. 64-347) as an important precursor to the actual rehabilitation legislation that was
passed in 1918 and 1920. Switzer (1969) points out theft this legislation created p }ecedents in regu-
lation and funding for subsequent legislation concerned with job training and upgrading of other
groups.'The Smith-Hughes Act established a Federal Board for Vocational Education, and this
board was charged with the responsibility or the implementation of the first rehabilitation pro-
graft Public Law 64-347 was to (1) provide for the prOmotion of vocational education, (2) provide
for cooperation with the states in the promotion of such education in agriculture, the trades. and
industries. (3) provide for cooperation with the states in the preparation of teachers of vocational
subjects: and (4) appropriatg money and regulate its ex pendituni.

1918: Soldiers Rehabilitation Act

in 1918. Congress enacted the Smith-Sears Act (P.L. 65-178), known as the Soldiers Rehabilita-
tion Act. The purpose oTthis act was to provide votatiqwil rehabilitation to disabled veterans dis-
Charged from the armed forces to enable'them to return to civil einployment (Bies 1980) The Fed-
eral Board for Vocational Education was authorized to set up vocational rehabilitation programs
Thus. the initial rehabilitation effort was limited to veterans, and the sole rehabilitation service
offered was Moot vocational education.

V

. ,
1920: Smith-Fess Act 5 (

Success with the rehabilitation programs for veterans stimulated passage of the Smith -Fess
Act of 1920 I(P.L. 66-236), the Civilian Rehabilitation Act. The federatgovernment's intent was to
encourage the states to provide for disabled citizens through providing grant funds to those state
agencies that carried out approved programs,. State boards of vocational education were the
implementingagencies, and the Vocational Rehabilitation Act was placed under the administration
of the Federal Board for Vocational Education. Titus, the initial concept of vocational rehabilitation
was that of vocational training for perbons with physical handicaps (Jenkins 198) This concept
was to broaden.over the years as subsequent legislation authorized additional r abilitation servi-
ces that have become the hallmark of the'rehabilitation program.

,

6
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1935: Social te5urity Act' . ...

The% jom..
.

t statefeeeral rehabilitation program was in danger of being discontinued,.as the orig-
inalatt had to be approved every few years and "new appropriations had to be enacted. Permadent
federal support for vocational rehabilitation was accomplished by inclusion of a title in the Social
Security Act of 1935 (P.L. 74-271) (Wright 1980). .. -

194harden-Lafoll4te Act
.

A series of organizational and administrative changes occurred ae trot, rehabilitation program
was moved within the federal government, but there was no profound change in the program until

. the 1943 Vocational Rehabilitation Act Amendments, known as theEtarden-Lafollette A-ct (P.L. 78-
113) For more than twenty years the program had been "limited in scope of services, restricted in
clientele, and uncertainly and inadequately financed" (Wright 1980, p. 139). .

The major features of the 1943 legislation wer that the cliehtele was bmadenedlo include
mentally retarded and emotionally disturbedperso s,services were expand to-nctuae physical
restoration, and limitations on the maximum amou t authorized by Congress were removed,

, (Wright 1980) This legislation was important for its broadening of the spope of rehabilitation_and
los attunes in concepts within the profession (Jenkins 1981). .

. .:

r t.
1954: Hill-Burton Act

The 195.4. amendrhents. known as (he Hifi-Burton Act (P.L. 83-365), proNiide'd the basis for
major expansion arici growth The most significant-changes included (1) greater support,to states
itoth larger populations, (2) extension and improvement of state programs through proviso& of *.
project grants. (3) funding of research for new knowledge and demonstration projects for
improved methods, (4) traihinggrants for the preparation of rehabilitation professionals, and
(5) funding fqr establishment or expansion of rehabilitation facilities (Wright 1980). Each of these,
types of support did requirtrsome matching funds, ensunqg the commitment and involveme,nt of
the state programs.

I,

VW: Vocational Rehabilitation Apt Amendments

The 1965 Vocational Rehabilitation Act4Amendments (P.L. 89-333) are seen as the most impor-
.

taht rehabilitatiop legisfation in the tv;tenty-Year period frontel954 to 1973 (Wright 1980). Programs
were expanded, expenrneetal and innovative projects were authortze0, and funds were provided to
assist in the planning, equipping, and staffing of facilities. Workstiop improvekient programs were
included, and there wads a greater emphasis gnresearqh and information (Wright 1980). The act
provided forthe operatiqn of sheltered workshops,and authorized evaluation and work adjustment
services for all "disadvantaded" persons, even those who would not be agency Clients after the
evalUations (Jenkins 1981). Thus, services were broadened and expanded, continuing the trend of
addressing the needs of bro4clei groups with more comprehensive services.

-

1973: Rehabilita ton 'Act
Alt

, In 197 rehabilitation legislation became the test case in a power struggle between Congress

.1P and the president. The new Vocational Rehabilitation -Act (P.L. 93-112) Amendments were vetoed
V
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- twice befOre finally being passed in Ocldber of 1973 (Jenkins 1981). This landmark piece of fegis-.,

. %.lation, often termed the Civil Rights Act for the Handicapped, has had far -reaching effects on the
. lives of persons with disabilities and on the national commitment to serve them. This legislation

i, emphasized, the provision bi rehabilitation services to severely disabled pprsons, that is, those per-
sells with disabilities that seriously limited luirctional capacities (mobility, communication, self-

.. cam or workfkills) in terms of employability (Whitten 197e4, p. 39). ?ha, more severely disabled
persons weripeerved in the joint state federal programs by being trained for erployment and then
becoming employed. . ,

. .. . _, ..._ . . ., .
.,

. . Sections 502, pal, and 504 of this act alskcontribttted to the increased emphasis on accessi-, %

. Oility of educational and work settings for persona with disabilities and for those with severe dis-
tbilitieS. Jenkins (1981) assert'', that "many pepple with handicaps have been unable to obtain

m
..
eployment, not because of lack of skills, but because architectural barriers and transportation
diffiaPlIjes have made it impossible for them to reach places of employment" (p. 23). Section 502
provided that gaillic facilities shOuld be accessible to persons with disabilities. The removal of
such barriers represented an environmental approach to rehabilitation.

''s.

. Settle 03 also_was a move toward reducing barriers, inethiecase those imposed by job ills-
criminatio his affirr9live action legislation mandated that employers with federal contracts
should take action to employ qualified applicants under certain condition's (Williams 1976) This
mandate was limited ih.application and hacrno specific enforcement procedures, so that "com-
pliance with this provision continues to depend4ipon effective education of employerslabout the

.....

cornOetency of handicapped people in industry" (Jenkins 1981, p. 24): . .' -, , .

.

Sectio504 was described as "a first step toward an expanded effort to establish civil rights
for handicaped people" (Jenkins 1981). This section prohibits discrimination on the basis of
physical and mental handicaps in an programs and activities receiving federal assistance Section
504. in,combination with Public Law 94-142 and the Vocational Education Act of 1965 as amended
by the Education Act of 1976 (P.L."94-482), has had a far - reaching impact on the prquilsion of voca-

1 4 tional educaVion to persIssxrith disabilities. .
.

,. .

ar

I
14.

1978: CoMprehensiveehabilltation Services Amendments

The lev Rehabillation Act and the 1974 amendrrients sought to reduce ha/triers to employ-
ment. They occurred, in part, as a result of the emphasis on modifying variables external to the
person wtth the disability rather than modifying the person. This broaden* df the scope of reha-
bilitation was followed by a real departure from the vocational emphasis of the program, with the
Rehabilitation Services of 1978 (P.L. 95-602). This legislation authorized the corn
prehensive Independent Living Services Program, which isdesigned to broaden the scope of

, rehabilitation to include persons with disabilities so severe as to render them unlikely candidates
. for employment. ,

In addition, the *978 amendments provide for (1) state advocacy systems, (2) establishment of
----........ . .. , `N .

the National Council on the Handiapped and the National Idstitute of Handicapped Research, (3)
.expaniiir .of enforcement authority for Set tions 502, 503, and 504 of the 1973 amendment. (4)
programs of governmentinsfustry cooperation to increase employinent.opportunities, and (-51
egpaersion of services-to the developmentally disaled (Jenkins and Odle 1980)

This brief overview of the rehabilitation program's development has provided the context
within which to understand the rehabilitation model and its application in vocational education
The combined impact of,three key pieces of legislation has launched programs to serve students

"with diztthilities iii vocational education settings.
4
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, Vocational Education for Persons with Disabilities: Key Legislation
. ..

- , - .
4 Bies (1980) states that "the vocational education profession has traditionally been receptive to

...... 4 providing services to students With special needs" (p. 39). The Vocational Education Act of 1963
(P.L. 88-.219) statedihat persons with academic, socioeconomic, or other handicaps were to be
served. However, special funds were not earmarked and provision ot services was random The
1968 amendments (P.L. 90576) identified two special needs categories of individuals, the disad-
vantaged and the handicapped, who,were to receive 15 and 10 percent. respectively, of all ,:coca- '
banal education funding. The "disadvantaged" were students with social. economic, or cultural
disadvantages that prevented them from succeeding in normal school environments. The handi-

.4 capped were-di-fined as students "unabliii to learn successfully because they were mentally
impaired, emotionally disturbed, orthopedically handicapped, visually handicapped, had hearing,
speeCh, of other health impairments, dr.were multihandicapped" (Bies 1980, p. 39) These amend- .

ments.emphasized the importance of providing wider vocational training options for disabled
;a ..

. scions (Jenkins and Odle 1980). .
.
.

,,.. .

. r .
The Educational Amendments of 1972 (P.L. 92-318) provided funding and grants to those

hilaher education and secondary programs that offered occupational education pro,grams fo the
handicapped( (Bies 1980). TMs stfingthened the provision of vocational education to students with
disabilities in)eostsecondary settings.. .

passage of the Education for An Handicapped Children Act (P.L. 94.142) in 1975 was "an
important step toward achievement of vocational goals for handicapped students" (Jenkinsiand
Odle 1980) The act's definition of specidi education included vocational education. There is a
close relationship between this act and parts of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 that
are specific to elementary and secondary education. Among these are that a free, appropriate edu-
cation be proutdedlp all handicapped persons, and that handicapped children be educated with
nonhandicapped children (Jenkins 1981).

As has been mentioned, Section 504 contains much of relevance to the provision of Postse-
condasy vocational education. Subpart E specifies that no handicapped student shall be discrimi-
nated against on the basis of handicap in any academic or occupational training or extracurricular
program or activityt(Halloran, Foley, Razeghi, and Hull 1978). Required are auxiliary aids and ser-
vices needed to meet the disabled students' needs as adequately as those of nondisabled students

... . The Vocational Education Act Amendments of 1976 (P.L. 94-482) mandated that vocational
programs in secondary schools comply with th6 requirements of Public Law 94-142 This
inceAsed responsibility/for voarionai education to make training options fully availabre to dis-
abled students. It is the thesis of this monograph that many of the mandated services, which
include a number of rehabilitation services. can be valuable for all shidents in vocational education

. settings. These services include (1) an appropriate educational program, (2) appropriate and non-
. discriminatory evaluation, and (3) an individualized educational plan developed with the involve-

ment of parents (Elms 1980). These services parallel the components of the rehabattation model
and, as will be demonstrated through this monograph,'contain elements that have broad applica-
bility within vocational education.

Before describing t e rehaliiTitatibri mod lit Ts irrWaW-To clarity lunh8ra dISTInctIon th
definition found inihe legislation, Halloran and associates (1978) emphasize,that "existing handi-
capping conditions" (p. 80) do not automatically make a person eligible for special services, but

.'the condition must adversely affectthe student's chance for success.in the educational program
Use of terminology is not uniform,within or among disciplines. The terms "handicap" and "disabil-

4
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ity" may be used interchangeably, despite efforts to.defineand clarify them. The important ion-
cept to note is that obstacles or barriers to success that can be removed orovercre through 4
idtervention and accommodation can not be a justification for excluding citizens from progams,
occupations, and life areas to which they are as equally entitled ai any other Citizen. This cpritep-
tdal framework is the underpinning ot the application of vocational rehabilitation to vocational.
education. Careful and comprehensive-asseesment and plarmihg, appropriAteprecirame,and servi-
ces, ongoing vocational guidance and counseling, and effective job development and placerrient
can be useful fora broadlange of students. A i -. "...-

'S se..- - ..-- f.-.7. v..= .

.
... ...-

t Comobnentso11tie l'ehabIlltatIon Model' - ! - .

-,,.. . .. . .

Assisting persons with di bilities to,entei r *Inter the world of work requires active inter:

wog( so th'at,it can izioom odate a wider range of variation in humanlimbtion" (Daniels 1981, p.
ventions'botp in assisting c ents to develop th r employability and_in modifying ihe world of

,186)..Rehabilitation services are designed to remov4 systematically tierrters to employability
imposedby disabilities. During assessment, strengths and limitations are identified, then plans for
maximizing the.individuaripOential are made. Rehabilitation services ire provided in order to
-remove the discrepancy between current client functional level and the levels necessary for goal
achievement" (Daniels 1981, p. 191). .

.

A number of services traditionally are considered. Medicine is the first phase of rehabilitation ..,
and includes "curing or ameliorating the patient's acute illness Or injury ... and ... restoration tor
rectucethe functional limitations of the disabilment (Wright 1980, p. 309). The goals of rehabilita-
tion are as follows:

4

1.

2.

Treat the disability by physical or mental restoration, such as medical treatment, surgery,
or psychotherapy.

Reduce of eliminate the limitationA caused by the disability by providing adaptive servi-
ces, such AsTechanical aids and enhanced physical function.

3. Circumvent or cofftpensate for any handicap(s) caused by the functiorial limitation
through rehabilitation services, such as counseling. adjustment train*. selective job
placement, attendant cares(Wright 1980, p. 310) ,

,
Thus, the medical phased ret;abilitatipn focuses on the treatment of the (nedicatly defined

digease or disorder In the seconrohav, the limitations in functioning imposed by the disability
are addressed. In the third phase. the Widicap. or ultimate effect or barriers orivolved in the limita-
tions imposed by the disabilily,ire focus. It is this third phase, the reduction of barriers toI femployability, that this moriogra'10bmphasizes. I

. . .. 1

1

The technology develdovi And researched in rehabilitation and speciat education has particu-
idr relevance fdoiocational edu6tion, and includes (1) vocational evaluatiop and assessment,
(2) individualized

/. seling. and (5) job p and follow-up. Each of these areas has been developed and is util-
OLan

Each
3) employmenpreadiness training, (4) vocational guidance and coin

I

F ized to increase.tdir II 4/of clients' reaching their vocational potentials within. whatever limits
may be imposed-by their albums or lire7ViTcumstances.

Rehabilitation is "a facilitative process enabling a person with a handicap to attain usefulness,_,
and satisfaction in life" (Wright 1980, p. 3). As with vocational education. which is designed to

10
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'provide both productive and self-satisfying job settingsth'rough which institigtions and individuals
can.rearkze their goals- (Calhoun and Finch 1982. p. 1). attention is paid both to individuals and to
,the' nvironments wdhin which they live and plan to work. Both programs emphasize individual
needs and labor market information.

1
.

ti ,

Rehabilitation is an integrated process with interrelath components that are naditcrete or
separate. For purposes of clarity, the components will be described separately in the logical ',

sequence that 'characterizes the rehabilitation process. .. f

comprehensive Asseisraent and Evaluation

Th'e purpose of assessment in rehabilitation is to gVher as much information as is needed
about the individual to deal effectively with the person's problem. The type of problem dictates the
focus of the chenkassessment. The role of assessment in rehabilitation is threefold: (1) prediction,.
(2) determination of individual strengths and weaknesses for vocational planning) and (3) informa-
tion to be used in the enhancement of vocational adjustment (Galazan 1961,). Assessment entails
collecting, examining. and using data to help individuals plan and make decisions. Information
gathered can be used in choosing an appropriate objective and in planning strategies for reaching
it. Thus. assessment is linked to planning, to guidance and counseling, to training, and to job
plaifme

Flps g iposas of 'this monograph. the emphasis is placed on the vocational component of the
comprehensive assessment process. The major approaches and technology used in comprehen-
sive vocational evaluation include psychometrics. work samples, and Situational approaches Par-
ticipants in the vocational assessment process and the roles of each also, will be described

#j

Developrhent of Formal Rehabilitation Plan

The rehabilitation plan is a valuable tool that may be adapted for use within vocational educa-
tion settings. Within rehabilitahon, an individualized riften rehabilitation program (IWRP) is deve-
loped at the completion ofa thorough diagnostic sti)*. Ideaily, a comprehensive program is deve-
loped that includes the yarn& goal, services required to achieve that goal, the terms and
conditions under which the services will be provided. a schedule for assessing progress toward
achieving the goal or intermediate objectives, and the disabled inch dual's views concerning the
goal and services being provided" (Andrew 1981, p. 211). Berm are planned to overcome the
handicap and seduce the individuals marginaliti2n the employment market through provision of
spetiai skills. Plans are made to prepare the indiOdual to meet the technical requirements of the
job, to carry Out the jobseeking and placement process, and to develop behaviors on the job that
will contribute to job retention (Andre* 1981). .

Th.
. -\

e IWRP_ ynthesizes labor market information and reflects solid knowledge of the individu-
al's strengths, skill% and interests. as well as of the employment world within which he or she
plans to work; The plan also affords the opportunity to coordinate resources and represents a sin-
gle document to which all involved parties may refer.- ;

Rehabliftellon Services tor Einployment Readiness

Rehabihtation services des.cribed in this section include personal-social adjustment and work
adjustment serrces,and job-seeking skills training. Training and educittion for vocational goals

1
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..,...,,,. ..., are essential tools for disableil and hondisabled community members, and the technique.? and, 4pproaches ddscribed under employment readiness training have wide applicability within voc-a-
.. tidnareclucation. Employment readineisyaining is linked With the assessment and ela4rient pro...

. cesses and withinforination about the world of work.*
- -

. , ,_ :
, ,-,L . 1,. ,\;, I. - .

-, . . -
e f I ..,

v.", 'Career Counseling' and Vocational guidance . si..i. .....
.:4: .'- --- a ,. .

.-,Th .2. ; - . . v nder p in ding all phases of the rehabilitation process is theroviaton of guidance aqd counsel
mg. This component is often tertned,the"coOe" of rehabilitatiokand is the thread that unites

. ,, assessment, planning, service provision, and job plicement. Counseling en ,$ helping "clieints totr .
; make decisipns formulate goals, and implement Plins. Within the vocational rehtbilitatton cOu'ri

. Wing process is an emphasis on fostering the individual's career development. This important
component potentially has direct televince for vocational eduCation. . .

1, f )
P 4./

. . :
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Ongoing counseling and guidance is an important component of any rehabilitation process.
wp

,.. counselingprovides continuity and links the interrelated componentrof the rehabllitation process
. 0:- , rhtegratingessessrnent, planning, servites,iand placement. ..- .. i .
Is . ... * .

4
1 ':.

...

- Since the creation of the public rehabilitapon program, counseling and guidance have been
funaamental services, as have training and placement (Wriglit 1p80). Vocational counseling is t"
specialized form of counseling often employed by rehabilitation counselors, The goal of ibcational
guidance and career counseling is to assist the individual in making the best possible life/work
adjustment (Zunker 1981)." .

14.

Vocational counseling is a means of integrating evaluation findings and guiding vocational
exploration. Students are aided in making decisions and establishing vocational goals Information
from formal evaluations, classroom instruction, job tryouts, work samples, and other sources can
be examined within theisupportive framework of an ongoing counseling relationship.

Job Placement and Follow-up.
,

A- ttention is given throughout the rehabilitation processlo the world of work. Plans must be
based on realistic appraisals of the local lob market and on knowledge of anticipated employment
trends. These and the other aspects of the placement process are dperibed.

4 ,

This key component of vocational rehabilitation clearly can be critical within vocational educa-
tion. Placement refers to the prOfessional activities involved in assisting handicapped,individuals

' to seek and obtain employment" (Wright 1980, p. 613).

Successful placement is the culmination of the rehabilitation proots, but planning for this
..phase begins in the earlier stages. Accurate information about the client and the world of work is

required. necessitating an accurate assessment of the client and a carefdi analysis of labor market 7,"Ti:"

information Aptiropriate planning and service delivery are needed to ensure that the individ4,.
will have the skills and work behaviors vcessary to obtaining and maintaining employrrierir

4 .-errr;,
As has been described, the rehabilitation model has potential value within vocational educe-

ton as a means of working with adults requiring vocational training for career advancement nr-*--,44"."- %-'
change The unique features of this model are comprehensive evaluation, coordinated guidance
and planning. lob preparedness training, and tke placemenrand follow- through process Each of
these components are described in the sections that follow, and potential applications within voca
lion& education are outlined.

A Z:0>
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APPLICATION OF406ATIONAL EVALUATION AND
ASSESSMENT IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

'Robert N. lanacone

.
The purpotrof ltiis section is to discuss the vocational evaluation componient of the rehabili-

tation mbdeldnditoimplications fitirtKeprovpion of more appropriate vocational education for
. individuals who are disabltd, In".ddressing this topic, emphasis will be(2aced on ttte advantages

_of vocatioffeevaluation for all tudents iniolved in vocational skill training (Maryland State
.Departmentlof Education 1980). , ,. ., ....- ., .

The ...most cUrnmpniy clitik tad'. a of evikleation glitter 1979, lanacone and Hilten brand
1981, Pruitt )977) VI" daveldpilitetrieTen.th Institute of Rehabilitative Services (1972). ft read -as
follOws - , .- - . < '

. - . .
- . e . ,-- , .

. _ , I% )-:.-..v ./oca.tiOnallwork):.evaluatiiin is a complphentive process that systematically utilizes
. : . -' - 4yipet..real lir stmulited, as a f9oal point for assessment and vocation& exploration, the
'...--4..,:, :. if-

._
. AO Pkir1:10Se 004riliCh iS,10 attindividgaik in votational development. Vocational (work)-t.- -- _ ..

.1.,,_ eiftiv46pn incorporatti die91. *etiological, social, vocational, educational, cultural
aria-onorhiatfrtdfraialtikithe attainment of the goals.of the evaluation process. (p., r4 s , ,-,-

. L't
.

:s15','. 'rne 4
9 ef'..,t: iZ . -P :.

, -'±iScricR:rolkabillIariiii Services arettesig_ried to re ore (and focus) a person's prOductive capac-
ity or his (slot ability totit,nianage1)4o4n affairs in part or entirely, as he had previous to his Inca-

Wait stand bliferandIspply individual riterest and arititudesio the world of
'42,Elitioptelaluation'plays a critical pact in helpog the individualP49.).44.' nley te7

rs.:
.

.....

V *"
What Is the Intent of the Voeittonai Eva1 n/Assessment Process?I ..,

The intent of vocational evaluation/essessmen "to provide an assessment of individuals
who are vocationally haridicapptd or those individuals who may be vocationally handicapped at
the tirr4 they;enter the employment market" (Pruitt 1977, p. 3). One of the first vaviableilo be con-
&flails, is the impact that a specific disability will have on the person's vocational and social func-,
lioning T,Iyi determination becomes more difficult daily, since our expanding technology and oc
increased ppportuniti)e's for the disabled have made more employment and training options access -

's. i ?or jrldiquals who are disabled In idkion, vocational evaluators need to be 'intimately aware
boi giafitffi 'demands, vocational skill trffning options, and adaptive measures in order to make_.,.

,ppr.opilate'recommendations. .

.sfq"1;- . --.. ..., N.
..

.., . . . These recore):nendaljone are based on ati analysis of the individual's vvational potentials and, .e'
. limitations, leArning style. and accwrsition gf functional life.skills and vdcatioittly related actidem-.

ICS 11) order id.makb appropriate recommendations, this information is viewed iti context with... -

i--s., ..
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other del minants of potenlial ,for mploy merit. such as aptitudes. interests, personality, temper-
ate . qtk tolerance, training receptivity, social skills, work habits, values. motivation, needs.
ph ical capacity. work adjustment, and placement potential (Pruitt 1977). a'

.

"Since thesoal.of vocational rehabilitation is to assist the disabled individual tgLachieve
his/her highest level of vocational potential. thbn the goal of voc tional evaluationatsessment is ,

to accurately determine that potential" (ibid., p. 4). In order to as ertain vocational potential. indi-
viduals need to explore varying careers and occupationswiele i entifying and formulating
personal/vocational preferences and interests. Concurrently, "vocationaf evaluators assist in devel-
oping vocatIonal. deciqkqn-making skills, identify aptitude/skills that can be developed, and define
potentials and irmits'that s ills impose on careers and job acquisition. The evaluators then ante- .

grate the evaluation/asses ent data for a personalized approach to career planning. ..
b'

In anatyiing the basic intent of tfocational evaluation/asnrocess, it is evident that
: #

'th1 potential for success in a vocational skill-training or employment setting can be determined
better when plaCement decisions are based on relevant, quantifiable data:

. 10 44. Comprehensive vocational assessment muslpecome part of the vocation educ#tion
11141 service delivery system for handicapped students, More than 80 percent of 3exas educa-

tors who wectiecently surveyed stated that comprehensive vocational assessment is
crucial in developing arOppropriate education program for secondary hapdicapped stu-

-dents. (Occupational Curriculum Lab 1982,p. 1).

This same "need" is applicable to aitpersons developing an appropriate vocational/ploym
plan for disabled individuals served by vocational rehabilitation.

4

We° Are the Participants in the Vocational Evaluation/Assessment
Wrocess and What Are Their Roles?

A number of persons affect the vocational evaluation/assessment process. They are discussed
next'

Vocational Evaluators )

VocatiOnal evaluators are the central figures in pulling together assessment information and
making recommendations In some rehabilitation settings. vocational evaluatorg simply evaluate.
and interpret test results as specific placementemployment/skill-training options are identified
and recommended by the vocational rehabilitation countor .

i .

Rehabilitation Counselor

Reha ailitk igrf counseiorsare the coordinators of allehebilitative services d make the deci-
sion as to whether or not a vocational evaluation is needed The counselors and the clients jointly

' process tie evaluation findings and inctpor ate them into an appropriate rehabilitation plan.

14
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4
Vocational Eilircators

Vocational educators.should servo as consultant specialists in iupplying the assessment
process with input on the community and the nature of labor market needs. They can
further assist in planning, 4electing, and developing work samples and statistiCal
assessment rates, in an effort to guarantee a positive match between events within The
assessment center and the world of work. Vocational educators cafl present-a realistic,
and accurate picture of skill requirements for specific vocational training areas. (lane-
cone and Hiltenbrend°1981, pp, 58-59)

More s'pedifically, vdcationalAducatOrs in tioth secondary and postsecondary settings provide
information concerning entry -le requirements, course content and structure, exit-level compet-
encies. physical and instructional adaptive measures available, and labor market demands.

Individerals Who Are Disabled

0-

.. Disabled individuals play an integral role in the vocational evaluation process. vocational eva-
luation should not be something 'that happens to or for the individuals, but something that
happens with the individuals whO are disabled. The emphasis is on self-discovery, personal
assessment, interpretation with guidance. and participation in decision making.

Special Educators
-

These professionals represent a major referral source for school-based disabled individuals in
need of vocational evaluation/assessment services. As a result of their roplatement and program- ,

testing responsibilities, vocational evaluators/asseisors can greatly benefit through the sharing of
this critical information Special educators are also critical indeveloping and §haring employability
and functional life skill competencies.

Significant Others

Depending pn the age of the individualq, being served. public schOOl-based guidance pe rson-
nel, subject matter teachers, work experience coordinators, cooperative education teachers, and
parents; family members all provide essential information and support to the disabled individuals
receiving vocational evaluation/assessment services. The employment sector also,suppiies infor-
mation concerning employment trends. Options, requirements. and support for workers who are.
disabled.

access to and effective utilization of data from all informational planning, programming, and
placemeht sources in determining the potential success of disabled individuals in an
employment or skill-training areas. The provision of appropriate Npport services, Once those
placements are made, is also dependent on the information gathered and recommendations made
during the vocational evaluation/assessment process. -

How Does This Evaluation Take Place?
e

Clients are referred by rehabilitationcOunselors. Other service agencies. schools, Or by the
clients themselves for vocational evaluation services. The evaluatiOn pracess vanes in time.

15
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although the average evaluation period is eight to ten working days. Students are referred through
guidance counselors, teachers,. parents, and other support service personnel for vocational,
assessment services. The assessment process also varies in titne.from three workinD days to three
weeks or longer, depending on the career exploration options available and appropriate for the
individual students.

t

%. What Options Are Ahllable to ()Main Relevant Information .
for Count-Wing and Placement?

/

.

Viicational evaluation/assessment is an individualized approach. The degrecto which each of
the following areas is emphasized is dependent on the n ds a the disabled individual coupled
with'the professional.discretion of the evaluators (Sitlingto 1979)
. 7y

44-. .

Midical-Information Testing

Viiion and hearing impairments as well as other handicapping disabilities need to be identi-
fied, remedialed before the vocation& evaluation/assessment process, compensated for during it,
and circumvented as a result of it. Theie handicapping conditions can greatly influence an indi-
vidOil's response on evaluation Measures and could. in turn, detrimentally affect aptitude and
interesyscores_ Most of this scieening is available thrdugh medical reports and. as needed, may
require the consultation of other specialists.

..

4

Academic Testing .

There are varying academic requirements related to an individual's ability to.function effec-
tively in a vocationpl skill-training or employmbnt situation. Vocational evaluators need to gather
information concerning the client/student'yerademic functioning level in order to aid in settingirealistic career choices and determinin modifications needed, such as lob restructuring or provid-
ing vocationolly related academic supp rt to.faatate functioning. This information also is needed
to determine appropriate work samples andother written assessment instrpmentatibnlo be used.

. r
-4...

Interest Testing I... .
..

General interest testing attempts to relate daily types of activities and behaviors (e.g , ridmg-a .
bike) to similar aspects of a lob or lob cluster. Specific vocational interest testing will give exam-
ples of lobs and have clients/stOdents respond to their likes or dislikes related to those kinds of
lobs or work. Although most interest tests only look at individuals' preferences for an area, some
tests will relate clients;students' preferences, experiences, and self rated capabilitiesto performing
a specific lob or task, for example the Comprehensive Occupational Alsessment arid Training Sys-
tem (COATS) Job Matching component addresses these three areas. Although both reading and
nonreading interest inventories have been developed, many evaluators use interest testing as an
oppiprtunity to build rapport with clientsistuderits through administering an informal inventory of
interest and experience.

. .
Dexterity Tests

Manual dexterity tests are used to measure eye-hand coordination, finger dexterity, gross
motor dexterity, use of small tools. and frustration tolerance in timed situations. These skills or

z-:-

r
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aptitudes are then related to hinctioning in en employment or vocational skill-training setting. Due
to the lack of current morning data and the difficulty that clients/students have in relating these
tasks to work enicironments, these tests aye used sparingly and in combination with other mea-
sures in order lb be valid indicators of vocational aptitude: ),

Vocational Aptitude Tests

v.

"Aptitude tests are intended to measure a person's capaCity_to learn or to develop proficiency
in a particular endeavor, assuming appropriate training is provided" (Parker-and Hansen 1976, P.
78) Due to the reading and response patterns required, a number of tests in'this category (with the
possible exception Of the General Aptitude Test Battery (OATS) and Nonreading Aptitude Test .
Battery (NATB) are inappropriate with certain disabilities and are used sparingly, Administratiqn to
some clients/students could yield scores more reflective of academic functioning "problems than of
a lack of vocational aptitude in a specific aria.

,

Personality Testing
L v

- Appraisal of personality traits can be obtained through personality inventories or by means of
anecdotal records and descriptions of behaviors. Analysis of anecdotal records are often most
useful to guidance personnel (Shirtelt 1976)'. As Morrbw (1976) states:

Anything which influences selfconcept development has an effect on the vocational.
choice process. Negative and/or unrealistic attitudesowards oneself or occupations, as
well as ihsufficient or unrealistic knowledge of self and occupations, an hinder or pre-
vent the making of appropriate vocational decisions. (p. 4-5)

If used, personality inventories should be*administered individually and interpreted only by
trained personnel (Shirley 1976).

Work SaMples, .

In the proceedings of the Tenth Institute op Rehabilitative Services (1972), a work sample IS
defined as "eclose simulation of an actual industrial task, business operation, or a component of
an occupational area" (p. 19). An effective work sample parallels a specific or general environment
in its cognitive and performance requirements, pliysical demands. decision- making requirements,
work aids. tools. and equipment. This environment can bethariged to meet the physical. and men-
tal needs and limitations of each individual involved (Thomas 1979). Work samples provide a
means through which chintestudents can experience the realities of an occupational area. They
also enable the individual to make a personal decision about whether he or she possesses the abil-
ity. skill. and interest necessary to function in that occupational area" (Nadolsky 1981, p.,36).

Work samples are the most commonly used tools in both vocational evaluation and assess-
ment. "A basic function of work samples in almost any setting is to.provide handson' exposure to
the work environment and in career exploration" (Tindall 1980. p. 424). Since clients and eyalua-
tors are apt to make more appropriate and relevant decisions when opportunities are present to
explore varying employment and training options, the more closely the work simple simulates the
employment/training options (or elements of those 'lions) the easier it is for clients to compare
their interests and aptitudes to the requirements of the vocational options presented.

17
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gommercial evaluation systems vary in price, validity, reliability. relevapce. approximad, n;to
the *ork envjronment. relationship to local labor market trends, skill training options, an Hifi(' or
adaptability to serve indivipluals who are disabled. Due to this variance in commercially,Oilable

. .. work sample systems, locally developet work samples often are used to meet sircifit..rieeds.
Thousands 'of work samples have been developed i rehabilitation ficilities ihroughouit the country.

. (Pruitt 1977) and, increasingly, work samples are being developed in school aysternt.10 reflect .

. . training and job site assessment needs. Locally developed wo!ksarripleitcart provide ilients with
opportunities for assessmenj.and exploration of the vocational and e ploYment opportunities ,

available in their own community and, although these requiie more aff skill and time ffair (level-
' opmeht, they are much less-expenlive than are commercial work s ples (Occupational.Curricu-

lurh Lab 1982). .

\ . :
- . t I.\ l

. .

h

f
Situational Assessment

"Situational assessinent foc s on the individual's work personality including such factOrs as
work motivation. work attitude and work behaviors" (Department of Rehabilitation and Man-
power Services n.d., p.105). This approach does not focus on individuals*.phyilcal ability toper, .form a job or compohents of a job. in order to assess a person's work personality most effectively,
thd client is evaluated in an actual job or work situation that exists or is designed by the evaluator;
Aside from an actuarempioymeht site, a workshop settirrgsay be used in rehabilitation for situa-

.tional assessment because of its similarity to an industrialen9ronmea A vociational skill - training .

classroom may be used to determine the appropriateness of a person's work or vocational training
personality to the training setting.

Situational assessment is a ';systematic procedure for observing. recording. and interpreting
work behavior, One of the underlying assurndtions of observation is that behavior is det6rfreried
both by thp perstin and by the sitUabon. Any attempt to isolate one fpm the other, or neglect the .

context, results in loss of data and misinterpretation" (Pruitt 1977, p. 167).Also, according to
Tindall (1980), "Obierving a student in a vocational skill training class dr on the job can provide a
better idea of the student's vocational capabilities than reliance on Work samples alone" (p. 426).

What Are the Implications of This Assessment Relative
to Vonstionsi and Special Education?

It is important for vocational educators to be aware of the differences in focus that vocational
evaivation ihd assessment incorporate. as they relate to Purpose, structure. and eventual out-
comes This information can aid in facilitating disabled students' transitions into the workplace by
addressing the students' readiness for training. availability of support systems. and &actionably in
emphasizing developmental or exit-level competency.

. .

41mRlications:lor Vocational Education
S

,

Vocational education can play an important part 86 the vocational evaluation/assessment pro-
cess In essence, vocational educators, because of their skill-training expertise, experience in the
job market. and knowledge of labor market demands.lan assist in validating the entire evalua-
tion/assessment process Vocational educators tan further assist in the planning, selecting, and
developing of work simples and situational assessment srtes, in an effort to validate or guarantee a
positive match between events within the evaluation /assessment site, vocatiOnalskill-training set-
tings. and the world Si work (lanacone andiiiltenbrand t981). 111
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This Cooperation'not only benefits the evaluation /assessment siteSut is also in the.best inter-
est of all vocational educators. The more valid and realistic the evaluation/assessment process, the
more qualified'and potentially more successful the disabled individuals Will be in vocational
training or employment options. The closer one gets in the evaluation processto the actual ac M-
hos performed.'tool# used, and environments representative of skill-training:Or employment set-
tings, the more accurate,and preilictive the vocational evaluation,asseasment information will be.
for these reasons.tie vocational classroom tryout is becoming an essential comppnent of the Iva-
lintion/assessmetprodoss. Vocational classroom tryouts involve the follchking.

et
placement in an environment to see how an individual functions:These tryouts

should occur at the end of a comprehensive vocational assessment, and selection of a
tryout situation shottd be based on previous occupational exploration, intitieet assess-
ment, an work samples. Tryouts are an intensive method of combined assessment and
vocational exploration which provide the finatconfirmation of recommendations deve-
loped as a result of previous vocational assessment. (Occupational Curriculum Lab
1982, p. 58)

Although instructor time is always at a premium, thekenefite of more realistic or appropriate
placement deCisions and bitter prepared, career goal - oriented clients far outweigh.the sacrifice of
time to mice this process work.

"The att ude of instructors will often be more positive because they may know in
advance how to plan fhe instruction of a spit'cific handicapped student. Students them-
selves will 61-rnote effectively prepared forlenffance into, vocational programs bedhuse
they may confirm an interest in a class, establish rapport with a teacher, and ther'efore,
begin class with a greater degree of confidence: (Occtipational Curriculum Lab 1982. p.
58)

, Vocational Evaluation/Assessment instrumentation

km,The following are lists of evaluation /assessment instruments for various uses. MentiOn hire
does not imply endorsement,hor does omission of any instruments imply anything about their
value.

.

I. AChlevement Tests

Adu4 Basic Learning ExpminatialXIBLE)-

Peabody Individual Achievement Test (PIATY

'. SRA Readingand'Arithmetic Indexes .(SRA-RAI)

Tests of Adult Basic Educatidn.(TABE)

Tests of General Educational Development (GED)

Wide Range Achievement Tel (WRAT)

. Key Matti

Woodcock Reading Test

iI

4
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IL Functional Life Skills Tests
. 6111_ ....:.,

Social and Prevocational Inform piiiiktekttey (SPIES)
: ...!:...--/.T.4t.'--iP"'

_-.-.

Brigance Inventory.ol Essential Sicgl e015,tIty
1 I.

4''Et:,
Everyday Skills 'Pest (EST) It;,.. :,..:._;*

="4). "..,4,
-7 ttr fa:. ...eAmerican Association on Mental lepay,Agsiative Behavior male

Street Survival Skills Questionnaire (SS

111. Personality Tests

California Psychological Inventory Test

Gorgon personality Test

Eduards Personalit%! Test

The Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire

. -

4

4

'Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory Test (MMPI) ,

Eysenck Personality Inventory Test

Wide Range Intelligence and Personality Test (WRIPT)

orMoney Problem Check List

IV- Interest Tests
1° 6

1.
American Association on Mental Deficiency Becker Reading Free Vocational Mtereit-
Inventory

Wide Range Interset Opinion test (WRIOT)

Gordon Occupational Checklist

Self Directed Search (SDS)

Py

California Occupational Preference (COP)

Giist Picture Interest Inventory
.

Ktider Preference.:Record/Gerieialinterest Survey

Holland Treids inventory

P,Ictum Interest Inventory (California)

Picture Interest Exploration Survey (PIES)

20
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1 Singer /Grafjex Pictoriii interest Screening
'' t

,Comprehensive Occupational and Assessment Training SystemJob Matching (COATS)

, V. Vocational Aptitude Tests (Written) .

i.

San Francisco Vocational Competepcy Scale

Bennett M,echaoicalComprehensiverTvilio,..9/S)

Minnesota Clerical
,

'1 General Clerical Test. .
.

Differ6ntral Aptitude Tests' (DAT)

*

1

.
.

,,/ , Flanagan Aptitude Tests (FACT)
4 .

e
1 ' General Aptitude Test Battery (GATE)

4

4.

J. NonreadingAptitude TestIlattery Isire)

yi. Vocittional Aptitude Tests IPadormarae) S. ,

. ..T ,f.N.
Benokit Hand Tool Dexterity Test

.. .--
,

v
$

.

,

5

Purdue Peg Board ..
. >

Minnesota Spatial Teit,
z

fvfinneiota Rate of Manipulation Test.

46

J

Pennsylvania Bi-Manual Work Sample Test°.

,, RevisedMinnesola Paper Fo(m Board .

Crawfords Small Parts Dexterity Test
.

%
i .

: Int. Commercial Evaluation Systems

MccarrenDial Work Evaluation System

** .

0

. ,.

.

I

...

A

1.4..* r

. I
t.

-.
,

.'"
s A

---
,' ',.,--..., Z ,

A,

.

Jewish Employment and Vocational Service Work Sample System (JEVS)

.,

,

1.

.
'

.d.

Singer Vocational Evaluation Systems (SINGER) ,.
. ,.. .-%

Talent Assessment Programs (TAP)

The Tower System (TOWER)

Valpar Component Work Sample Series (VALPAR)

40
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4 Comprehensive Occupatipnal Assessment and Training, System (COATS)

:Wide Flange ETiployment Sample Test (WREST)

i

fo

Mitaio (TOWER) , . ,
.

v .

tolional'Interest f;Id Talent Assessment System.(VITAS)
.

.
%national Informajion any Evaltiationoric Sample (VIEWS)

4111. Pieasures of imploylibIllti*. 4

a
,

-Arkansas FacilityOutcome Measure

i °Bioavior Checklfat
. *.

Client Handicap Checklist
.

.

410

' employer Questionnaire of the West Virginia Follow-up Kit
cl ;

'. 'functional Assestment 'Inventory
-16 4

- Materials Development Center Behavior Identification Format
qr.

Mrrinelota Satisfa toriness Scales

preliminary Diagnostic Questionnaire

. San Francisco Vocational Competency Scale

Scale of Employability for Handicapped Persons, .

, Sirvjpe Outcome Measurement Form

,$

. -

l 4
I

I.

$

r

g

V

c

,,,NRcational Adjustment Rating Scale fdr the Retarded . .

. ,

Vocational Behavior Check listExperimentatEdition
' 4

. .

Vocational Diagndsis and Assessment of Residual Employability Process

Work Adjustment Rating Form
0 , '

- Work Report-1966 Revision
,-

'SectiOns VIII. IX. X, and XI adapted from Harrison, Garnett, and Watson (1981)
...,

1

4

,. 1

4 A

.
I a
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IX. Measures of Independent Living Skills

Barthel IndexGraver Adaptation

`California Client Gains Scale

Functional Assessment Profile
.

Functional Capacity Areas

Functional Life Scale 4,

Ptinctional Screening Scale

FunctionalStatus index

J-Iuman Service Scale

independent Living Behavior Checklist -- Experimental gdition

Level of Rehabilitation Scale
.

. Longitudinal Functional Assessment System

PULSES Profile Granger Adaptation

Rehabilitatipn Indicators

X. Measures of Client Perceptions

Minnesota Importance Questionnaire

Public Assistance Recipient's Perception Inventory

Self-Concept of the Mentally Retarded QSort

Xl. Measures of Client Satisfaction

Consumer's Measurement of Vocatid5al Rehabilitation (Forms B and B-1)

Employee Questionnaire of the West Virginia Follow-up Kit

Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire
a

Patient Satisfaction with Adjustment to Blindness Training Scale

Scale of Client Satisfaction

23
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APPLICATIONS OF INDIVID.UALIZED PLANNING

IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

by George TI Ison, Jr.

,

The purpose of this section is twofold. (1) to introduce the essential elements of two models
used in planning individualized instruction/training for persons with disabilities and (2) to demon-
strate the applicabilit9'of these models_to vocational training plans for all students. Vocational
educators work with many students each year who enter specific vocational classes With a variety
of experiences and levels of functioning. Vocational educators additionally are aware of the dis-
crepancies in reading levels'and math skills among students. Despite the different functioning lev-
els of these students, they are trained within the same vocational classrooms. Some of these indi-
viduals learn entry-level skills, whereas others of their classmates are working at accelerated rates.
preparing for actual on-the-job experiences.

M the economy and lob market move through rapid changes. the need for specific, individual-
ized skill training has become stronger. Each student's unique personal career goals. immediate
interests, and aptitudes must be considered if ikstructors are to provide the best training possible.

Voca tional educators have experienced the value of recording the strategies to be used with
each student. This recording may be done in collaboration with the students. their parents. and
counselors, and the result would be a unique plan of action for each student. The benefits to stu-
dents are numerous. The students

have an opportunity to discuss personal ideasbout their occupational futures in relation
to the available options: . . ..

)

become better acquainted with the instructors' personalities, teaching goals, and
expectations:

receive-up-jo-date information as to their personal strengths and weaknesses in light of
. course requirements: t

rif
are encouraged to set realistic, challenging goals for themselves;

C-.

t

4

444 1.4

are encouraged to strive continually to meet existing objectives and establish new ones.
and

s

receive feedback) to how they are succeeding in a specific training area or class.

Family members of such students and/or rehabilitation clients would --.

become better acquainted with the vocational pram and instructors;

.4,

,
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. .
., receive information about the stii?uts' career goals in relation to their functional levels

., , ,

', nd.iirterms'of program demands;.1i
%-

A'

have opportunities to set realistic expectations for the students" vocational futures.
.;

, have opportunities to provide input into each student's program by asking questions andprovide
giving specifi'c suggestions on possible program improvements; and

have clear documentation of the students' performance in vocational skill-training
classes. I 1

. .

,...icdividuilized written plans for each student would benefit vocational instructors, who
woOlck

become better acquainted with students and their broad career goals.

0

have an opportunity to formulate specific training objectives in collaboration with the stu-
dents. This would. in effect, be a way of contracting with the students individually.

i
gain access to important information about each student's learning style.

gain informatiqn regarding students/unctionai academic skills as they relate to the
demands of the vocational Wasps.

have p method for quick record keeping and for checking students' achievements and/or
deficiencies during the course.

i
be able to intercept difficulties before they become complex.

'
Inall cases, a written vocational education plan allows,students ancLineuctors to work

together more closely. It provides a means for both parties to remain accountable for active partic-
ipation in learning and teaching. Most importantly, both parties are able to pinpoint specific prob-
lems and devise ways of solving them jointly.

I

IF Legisla ve Mandates for Individualized Planning

Special educators and rehahjlitatson professionals are required by fedtral laws (P.L. 94-142
anti P.L. 93-112. respectively) to write individualized plans for their stusienis. Suggested guidelines
for writing vocational plans are discuised in the next two sections. which describe the features of
an individualized education plan (IV) and an individualized written rehabilitation program (IWRP).

I

The Individualized Education Proghim (IEP)

According to Section 121 Title 45, Public Welfare Act the !EP must include the following.'
. t

'A statement of the child's present levels of educational performance
, .

A-statementof annual goals. including short-term instructional objectives7

2it
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A statement f the apAcific special education and related services to be provided to the
chlid, and the extent to which the child will be able to participate in regular educational
proven% ii,

I
. %

is, The projected dates forinitiation of services and the anticipated duration of.the services

)1.°

* -

,'

.'

`A.,

,,,.4. I,

Appropriate objective,criteria and evaluation procedures and schedules ior determining, i
on at least an irnhual Veils, whether the short-term instructional objectives are being ;

. t,
achieved bchubert. Glick, and Bauer 1979, p. 71) i ......,.s. ,..

The individualized Written Rehabilitation Program i,(1WRP)' '' ...t, .. 4,,,,f 1 '.',

....,..- 4-V4

according to the U.S. Departmerit,9f Education re latiora ulatidps, purpotes of an
AWF112 are as foliows: .1. .;114.*-4 : W

. t
-4. tot:. v ,.,- 4, e , ' .... 't,......,:o -r ..-

iv. .'.. s'' ft:.:-- '..7 dcalte. NIt.t.' '
'.. Ifs.

*Formalize batiejllayintng and:management by setting forth interniediate rehatilitation
objectives and employment g gills ,',... , ,' ..

,
, . -, P I% '' ,

.4" a .
Specify the means and time frames for achieving the ihtermediate objectives and13als

), ..x.
. 4

.,..
4. r ` 'V .

Involve the client irt.the planning Ind. devalopmenttf the ,IWRP. 1.1 * -.

) - 4 '
Protect the clients rights (Wa'ker 1982; p. 81) i "4-, I,. ,. , 2"4

4. t' # :. ,,
I ..

In 1979. the U.S. Congressmandated tte
1

inclusion pf the follbwN subsection&Within an
IWRP:

-

Ai
- :

AtoNbc,I:Z
A.'4*

.t
*.k

V

' " t) - .. , ' t 0%,.
: l'

A

A statement of long-range rehabilitation gOaltfor the Individual and inteAhediale (ehahill- ' '1
tation objettives. related to the attainment of such goelp ..,

4. .

A statement of the specific vocational rehapifitatiori ser'xices to be provided
, k.2, -t . .

ri 'frThe projected date for the initiation and the arcipated duhition ofAch such,service Ar*. it ";,v
. . . %is.,

4 . , ., 1/4A, st .. '''..
Objective criteria and an evaluation proced,we and echedula tor iletesrminisng whether . . , x

.\ such objectiVis and goals are being achievealibid.) 4 :r, . ; iil. , iI . :I ' 4 ' ./. ._ L! )'
.

A
.. ,..S . vt

, 1,.
Many vocational educatorsNave become highly skillid at adaptingtteacntrill Methods, mate-

nets. and physical arrangements iii their shops inlorder to integebte shiderits withapeciat naedalAt
., the present time it is likely that most vocational instructors hitri heard thstterms 1E12" or 1i/RP" N ,1

Those with extensive mainstreariprig experience have probahly, participated ikthi'liP or lWir
processes by providing input concerning the content and requirements of_sttheirvoCatidAial CiaSies :°:.

. .. s-. ,. is. . ::,....

,,,,,
in kstThe special educators and/pr rehabilitation counselors are the exports in working wit u-,

dents who have disabilities. whereas vocational educators are the authorities on the dvtent of pa *,
' r< ....

tocular skill-training courses. It follows that these professiohals would want to collaborate on * . *
program planning for students with disabilities by suggestihg realiStic vocationaftraining goals fb
be included in the IEP or IWFIP. ,

. - . ,. 1
..e 14-

.-
6 ,

.
: &.

:,.( ."' -..4
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Writing an individualized vocational education plan involves the following: ,,.
:, .....

1 Establishing where the student is (determping present levels Of educational erformance),.4, . , - 4 ... . ; .
2 wenteying how muCtiAndleWhatone can reasonablyexpect him/heRto learn by the end of

year Writing annual goaisii`" .
. 4/

-t. .....4
: 40. .. ..

3.` Determining the steps to be taken In achieving annual goals the means to measure.
the students progress (specifying short -term objectives)

. .
.Vikk

. 4
., -':

4. Determining the means for evaluating progress (Duffey 1978, 0. 1), 4.
... ,i. , . .

0-

1, 4
_ 4

developing an Individualized VocationalEducatleit Pla'n (IVEP) i
2, .

VIOtaare four phases in developing anIVEP for all students. Mantof the essihtial features
involved frt deveitiping an JEP or an IWRP are adaptIe to planning for vocational students (see
table 1). The four

'pliant
of activity are discussed in the sections that-fallow. .

,.. -- . -t t, .ss .fiz, .. ,. ..; )
4-

t sI::. V r ':
. TABLE 7 .t.

4.,
,.....4 01., - r ..2"

,

-. : ESSENTIA

; ,

TURES OF THE IEP AND IVOR TAT CAN IE APPLIED
1' NNINo,FOR VOCATIONAL STUDENTS

, -

t , )ge
, 4. la

-Statement of the stuffertratipresent
ail ,

I 1A .
;Oils of educational performince

I

0. Statement of annual goals fOrlffe.,:.t.
student

- . i 4

4 ,.
Short-term instructional
objectives

Projected dates for initiation
i oil:services and the anticipated

IT''P'duration of the series

Objective criteria and evatiation.
.

procedures fOr determining whether
such objective:34nd goals are -;

being met

IWP

Statement of long-range
rehapilitatiOn goals for the
individual

Inter;nediate rehabilitation
objectives.

Same

iv :I,. , k
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Phase 1: Deterinining Present Functioning Level
..

4.1

The students' present vocational skill levels and related academic competencies need to bet
assessed. "This information is necessary to determine if the students' interests and abilities are
consistent with what is offered through the given program of vocational education" (Gill and
Hawley/1981, p. 10). These "levels of functioning" can be evidenced, formally and informally, in a
variety of ways. Student evaluation/assessment data may include the following:

Students' stated occupational interest

, Results of occupational interest.assessments
WWI

. Results of occupational aptitude assessments
J

4ft
Direct measurement of operationally defined prevocational and Occupational readiness
behaviors

Prior occupational experiences

Physical for work
..

Mental capacity for work

Results of vocational education program performance

4

a...;,..
.

Results of a planned exploratory sequence in and among various vocational education
programs (Gill and Langone 1982. p. 9) ..

44

Phase 2: Writing Annual Goals

4 o.

4.

The annual goals should be derived from the information gathered during the previous phase.
"These goals are characteristically broad in focus, but specific enough to define a 9eneral direc-
tion and thrust ..c- (Bill and Hawley 1981, p. 10).

/ When writing an IVEP vocational instructors will want the annu goals to be broad statements
of the expected student performance. Lichtenstein and Cormier (191) give this example. "The
sfudent will successfully complete Automotive II with modifications as described in the objectives"'
(p. 3). Gill and Hawley (1981) assert that "the student should also have a say in what this or her)
goals are within the context of the program goals. This student involvement and commitment will

.1vilal to the overall process" (p. 12).
_
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. Phase 3: Writing ShortTerm Objettives ,
,

The short-term objectives will be the sequential steps leading to_the program or student goals.
These should reflect each individual's unique Interests. strengths, and weaknesses. The objectives
Mould state e

-I

wrist specifically the student will be able to do (performance);

the minimum Jevel.of acceptable performance (criteria); and
.....

what will be provided to the'tudent prior to being expected to complete the objective
(condition). (Lichtenstein and Cormier 1981, p. 3)

Phase 4: Evaluating Student Performance

.rd

The evaluation criteria should be incorporated into the objectives for each student. "If the stu-
dent is unable to comrilete the objective. as indicated, then the plan should be revised"
(Lichtenstein and Cormier 1981, p. 9). On the other hand..if a student accomplishes a specific
objective, then that objective should
higher level. should be added.

considered completed. A hew objective, presumably at a

ri

It should be reiterated than individualized plan does not have to be a lengthy document. In
fact, it will usually be quite brief. If it is determined that the student possesses high self-motivation
and aptitudes. then the student's individualized plan may consist of only one or two Objectives
specific to the student's personal vocational training and/or employment goals for the future.
These objectives will most likely, relate to the development of more accelerated technical training.
and/ or on-the-job cooperative training. Conversely, a student with lower selfmotivation and/or
aptitudes will need more objectives. Objectives for this student will be centered around modifica-
tions designed to help the student complete a given portion of a course.

The reader should note Mat there are standard guidelines for IEPs and IWRPs gut no standard
format for these documents. The formats differ among states and local areas. howe:er, the com-
ponents of the documents are mandated by federal law.

N144$. Summary
$

Although the IWRP and the IEP are mandated, there ace many advantages in providing in
vidualaed vocational education plans for all students. These plans will assist students in establish-
ing career or vocational goals for themselves. Students are able to take an active part in their pro-
grams from the outset. These plans encourage the purtimpantS, including the students. to be
accountable for their career or vocational development. . 3-,
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APPLICATION OF EMPLOYMENT REApINASS TRAINING
IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Caro! A. Kpchhar

*.14

The vocational preparation process (or employmeill readiness process) involves tqe following
four sequential phases: , 't 17,

1. Readiness for vocational training

2. Work adjustment,

3. Vocational skill training

4. J91) seeking /keeping skills

What Happens with the students in the prevocational phase,
specific vocational skill training, is as important as the final step
market, . s . 4

to

"a.

:",

before they enter intensiland
toward entry into the labor

.... .
Readiness ter Vo'cltional. Training
-11..,..., ki 1-

Foundation skillt are essential confrionents Of prevocational developmbnt and include such
skills as, aelfcare and interpersonal ;lulls. ;rhese fundamental skills are the primary responsibility.
of speciateducatiopersonnel at the elementary and intermediate levels. ,.

.
I ' , .

Paul Wehman (1981) identifies independent living lectors that are critical to readiness for
vocational training, job placement, and job maintenance. These include tFie following.

0

1/4

/.

Transportation and Mobility.skilit in being able to get to a work site,,mobility within the
work site. coping with environmept barriers ....

.,
. . . .

Communlefitionability to,express needs, ask for direction or explanation, ability to
respond appropriately . .

Self-Care and AppearanceProper attire for the work invironmept, th ployabie"
self-image which requires an appropriate wardrobe and effective hygiene habits

A.

Socialization ability to cooperate with others in teams, accept Oorrectiorror criticism,
accept authoirty; appropriate interpersonal skills .,

functional Academic Skillsbasic reading and arithmetie -

1/4

"31, )1
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Affective Factorsinitiative; positive work attitude; positive selfzconcept, sense of compe-
tence in one's own skills; desire to improve skills and develop new skills; basic impulse
control .

1

ProblemSolving Skillssearch for alternatives to Oroblems, creative solutions (Wehman
1981. pp. 32-33)

Some generic work-related skills that can be strengthened prior to the individual's entry into
formal vocational skills training include these:

...-

Following commands i
Development of memory for sequencing tasks

Adjustment to a daily routine '

General acceptance of tirne schedules
, . . I

Appropriate behavior durin645r;141 :-

Good grooming and appllirance
. , 1

Physical strength and work tolerance
1.

Willingness to give assistance and accept assistance

I 4. Task independence

CoSpereatiVe grouptwork

., Response to stress situations

4
Appropriate nonverbal language (Wehman 1981, p. 34)

i .N.
#

Special educators functionally prepare students jor more formalized skills training. The voca
tional skirls-training instructor works with the studeAt and helps him/her to apply various skills to
specific vocational activities.

I

I

Work Adjustment

The second phase of employment readiness training involv rk adjustment training. which
differs from work evaluation in that it is actually a treatment pr ces rather than an assessment
process. Work adjust/7)SM utilizfs aspects of w.9r.k tQ modify behavior. The basic objekves oi
work adjustment are to assist inglik+kluals who do not possess the attitudes and skills needed fo
succeed in trio competitive market. Work adjustment training is not skills training but rather is a
"goal to help the individual develop self-confidence, self-cfntrol, worklbiera ce, ability to hawile .

enable him (her] to handle the day-to-day demands of a work situation ..." ( ull and Hardy 1972.
interpersonal relationships. an understanding.of the world of work, and a work personality that will

p. 65). The development of work, tolerances includes ifvelopenent of the ability to

...4 sustain a work effort for
)
a continuous period of lime:

SP
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maintain prdduction "at an acceptable level of quality;

cope with a certain level °ressure on the job;
, . -A' '.

relateand compete with all types of co-workers; and
.

.
accept and perform Unsavory aspects of the job.

r
Areas that fall within the realm of attitude corittitioning include the development di

essential motivation to. work;

initiative in work tasks;

desire to devote one's best effort to the job;

pride in one's task or vocation;

' ability to gain gratification from being productive; -
mni.

ability to folloif rules and regulations;

willingness to do aspects of the job one does not like;

ability to accept correction;

do.

,

ability to maintain an excellent attendance record: and . -

1
a sufficiently high. level of self-confidence and self-esteem. (ibid., ip. 160)

. 4

0
When such attitudes as these ake acquired, the individual is more likely 1°Ibe able to handle daily
work pressures and'to handle thIrti maturely. . / .

/ . , -
Employers ars continually telling employment program agents, '4.sie are in need of individuals

with the proper attitude and suitable otivation. I'm willing to train it someone's willing to learn,- 1

The problem otadjusting one's em tonal self to meet the requiremiints of work life is knowri as-:
the affective domain that includes ttitudes. feelings, and motives. I 'S

. !

The assumption is that suitable emotional or affective states not only lead to a satisfac-
tory-work experience, but also contribute to the worker's totaipattern of growth. (Super
1957. p. 6)

;

1 ;

A critical need to facilitate the development of the affective aspects
1

of career development exiits.?
k ' 1

Values are variables in vocational development. Super (1957) states:

Work satisfactions depend upon the extent to which the individual can find adequate
outlets in his job for ttis abilities, interests, values and personality traits ... values, per-
meate all aspects of life, they concern life's goals; and in some instances they seem to be
closely related to needs and drives. (ibid., p. 6)

41.
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....An
A study designed to explOre the work values of physically handicapped personi was con;

ducted at Catholic University. in Wasbington, D.C. Results indicated asignificant difference in
patterns of work motivations between the disabled and nondisabled majority Thextroice of occu-
pational role appears to be significantly related to the perceived social,role in the world of work.

.. . . i *
. , .. .

A relationship does exist between the nature of a particular handicap and the degreeo which
that bandica is a source of anxie . Diffigences exist in the extent to whic4 a specific handicap,
affects interpers these problemi do affect the valuation of work. Studies and
findings such as this can 5e useful in providing the disabled individual,withe clearer ?understand-

4 0 ing of thsatisfaction associated with work, so that occupational decisions can be made that

' 4 . . , .

0

1

.

4

4 .

correlate with eech,individual's-value system. 4 .

-.

'. r

.
. .

,

. Vocational Skills Training ek

The third phase of. employment readiness training -- vocational skills traininginvolves'acbaii;
bon between vocational skills training instructors and rehabilitation specialists. Although thkskills
training instructors have been primarily responsible for specific and intensive skills developreelit.
the vocational educators.will need to provide additional "services" that should not be.viewed as
peripheral or auxiliary but rather central to the success ofithe diabled student in the Vocational .

skill ass. Vocational skillsttraining instructots can expect to nnekve Students with,fairly well-
level ped foundations in prevocational and independence skOls. Addtional inservice training in
basic ehavioral techniques would enhance the training instructors effectiveness in working with.
individuals who are disabled. , , . 1141

1.

a t

. Vocational skills-training instructors also need to become familiar.wiih special adaptive devi-
ces such as wheelchairs, prostheses, and expressive and receptive communication devices.in
order to assist students in the vocational classroom. Vocational spits-training instructors wig
experiente greater teaching effectiveness with disabled students if they can also reinforce and
encourage the students' efforts to adapt their functional lirpitations to the work tasks and develop
compensatory skills and attiti)des. In this way. vocational instructors help students to generalize
what.they are learning with vocational rehabilitation counselors to the vocational classroom and.
eventually, to the job sites. The students' competence. and subsequent confidence in the Ability to
make necessary adjustments, are enhanced so that they can perform well and experience ssaccees

.... .-r

Job-Seeking/Kjif)Skills v

.
....

I.
The fokirth phase of the employment readiness training process includes actual transition to

the Job. eithei in lie wmpetitive labor market or in shelterea Settings. This final phase involves the
JO placement process. expenefice with comeDng job applications, training in effective interview .
ing behaviOr, and awareness of the rights and responsibilities of the employee. neliabilitation pro
fessionals are important in facilitating transition to work by steering individuals towtrd jobs for
which their specific vocational skills training has prepared them. Rithabilitation specialists also ,
assist individuals in purposeful search for work oppdrtunities in the coramuni y. i

114. ... !

Rejection of disabled individuals in the job market and in the commu ity as a *hole can be
significantly decreased by.trainrng in community competerice (Schulman 1980). Commiunity com
petence means a broad behavioral repertoire including vocational skills at a competitive level. of
competence, independent living skills, and basic consumer survival skills. The disabled workers '

. must perform at 'east as wejl as the other workers on the task and process the interpersonal skills . "' ,

required to ceach a level of competition with other skilled workers. .

t .
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1

1 .
.Ensuring equal opportunity for disabled students entering the work force basically implies

reducing competitiie disadvantages' or barriers to employment. Disabled individusp,must com-
plete theft- vocational skills-training experience with job skili4work behaviorsland attitudes that
closely match-industry performance standards or on-the-job training eligibility requirements. This.
requires that vocational skillstraining instructors be familiar with industry performance standards
in a broad rarfge of occupations. It means incorporating graduated demands for performance and
Productivity into the curriculum. *ith Terminal peTformance-criteria that match industry expecta-
tions. The 'goal of maximizing thii individual potential of the students who are disabled must be
commensurate with the goal of providing equal oppoitunity and readiness for employment.

0
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. APPLICATION OF VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING
IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ,

4

,..

. .

William F. Sullivan
e.

,

Vocational guidance and counseling is a cohesive process through which individuals are
assisted in the development and acceptance of an integrated and adequaje view of themselves and
their role in the world of work (Super 1957). Crites (1969) has posited the concept that vocational
guidance and counseling is a facilitative process.in which a service is provided to individuals to aid
thentin choosing and adjusting to an,occ upation. In its broadest sense, then, vocational counsel'-
ing emphasizes the promotion of healthy emotional adjustment and general social, edskational.
and occupational fulfillment (Foster. et al. 1977). While guidance and counseling serve as integral
components through which all individuals are able to negotiate successfully through thEikliffidult
career decision-making phase of development, they ome most criticalin the rehabilitation pro-
cess for disabled individuals.

In the rehabilitation model: the vocational guidance and counseling process assumes a cohe-
sive role in integrating the various components that are essential for the overall vocational devel-
opment anp vocational success of disabled individuals. These components qr phases. which are
part of the total rehabilitation process. might be categorized as follows:

Prevocational phase

Self-discovery ,
Career awareness

. Preassessment phase

Assessment phase

Exploration phase

Selectien,phase

Placement phase

Follow-up
.
phase":'

lit

No

.

1

Successful vocational counselipg models for enhancing the vocational development of stu-
dents with disabilities emphasize active counselor involvement as well as responsible student
input. Wright (1969) terms the relatiopship between client/studentand counselor to be one of co-
management, that is, the client/shident is part of the planning. decision making, and evaluation of
his/her own case. :.. .

wk.

N
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Too often, poorly developed interpersonal skills, lack of success in academically related activi-
ties. and little exposure to osifive experiences in vocationally related tasks condition disabled
individuals to expect failure and to accept it as the usual chain of events in their lives (ZUnker
4961). Consequently, counseling is directed at helping the disabled individuals take responsibility'

, . for (heir lives by developing their vocational skills and by structuring the accomplishments of
short7term vocational goals for thaluture,

1 k
, ,k .The application of several vocational gu'idanc'e and counseling models has been implemented

. to serve the who are disabled. In most cases, these'models can be easily adapted to .
, serve individuals without disabilities who are in vocational education settings. One such program,

. . the Minnesota Model (SERVE), effectively integrates prevocational training, assessment, explore-.
non. and training into iiohesive service delivery model for disabled individuals. SERVE (Tindall
1980), an acronym for Special Education, Rehabilitation, and Vocational EdUcation, has goals or
objectives designed to ensure that disabled students have the opportunity to participate fully in

., vocational education programs. The model consists of the following components. (1) vocational
.r N evaluation. (2) career exploration, (3) supplemental resource instruction, (4) related math and

reading instruction, (5) job-seeking/keeping strategies. and (6) individualized vocational learning
.. nodules.
.0 , , . , .

'Prior to the initiation of any one of the above components, extensive background information
about the disabled individual is collected. This information consists of medical, social, psychologi-
cal, educational, agavocational information. The data collection phase, through interviews and

J. - case Management practices, forms the basis for initiating guidance and counseling strategies The
information that has been collected is utilized to inform instri4ctors and students alike about possi-
ble vile. atlonal directions and the assessment needs of the students (Zunker 1981).

. r.
The vocational fissessment component involves a series of tests consisting of interest invento

rtes, achiev erit.;aptitude, and.dexterity tests. Each individual can be evaluated at several levels
of competenc by.compreting work samples in one or more training breas. Throughout the testing
procedure. b ral observations are made regarding frustration tolerance, persistence, dexter-
ity; and a y to follow airectibns. The data collected from the aptitude, interest, and behavioral
testing b come the core of the vocational counseling with the disabled indivi'd'ual and provide the
rationale for the selection of career areas in which the students may explore for a more in-depth,,,.

. trends -on experience.
ropi

The carO, explorato_ry component provides the individual with the opportunity to team first-
1

Transhthe qualifications, reqbirements, tools of the trade, and various employment levels of each
' career field selected. Disabled individuals have a better opportunity to discover their own level of

....,.competencp and whether or not the particular career fields that are explored Provide them with the
career satisfaction necessary for ultimate job success. The continuous feedback that is an essen-
tial part of the component forms an integral part of the guidance and counseling efforts by assist-

o
in the development of long- and short-term goals for eventual vocational training and approp-

- *riate career decision-making strategies.

Throughout.the supplemental resource instructional 'phase, vocatio nal guidance and counsel-
mg for the disabled individual consists of advocacy intervention and support in regular vocational
training programs'and pipvtsico of assistance in job development techniques and job-seeking
behaviors. Topics six*, as filling out job applications, simulating job interviews, and establishing ,

job placement prpeedures are covered in order to assist the disabled individual in becoming as
-e 'independent as possible. op ,
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Iri additionjo the above components, the SERVE model has a.data retrieval systOrri designed
to locate and identify individuals within the state's boundary who have special needs. This aspect , ..

of the guidance anIcounseling process is especially important since, in identifying individuals
who iieed specie! siervices, preparation time can be utilized to plan for accommodating the
increased riclefrtz existing vocational services.

Project SERVE mandates full uti lion of vocational counseling services for the disabled stu-
dent popul &tion it serves. Many of its ompondnts are readily adaptable to full utilization by all
students who may be involved in the i itial states of career decision making. As a guidance and
counseling model, it effectively utilizes the major activities necessary for subsequent vocational

.development. 4

6

A totally d ifferent concept in vocational guidance and counseling than that exemplified by Pro-
ject SERVE is the EBCE (experience-based career education' model (McClure, Cook, and
Thompson 1977). EBCE programs hive involved gifted and talented students and regular students
as well as disabled students. Experience-based learning combines classroom learning withcareer
exploratory experiences within the larger community. Seven -main learning characteristics form an
integral part of the counseling process Therare as follows:

.
.

Lsaming-how to learnThis process emphasizes the need for lifelong prpctice ih the
basic tools of learningreading, writibg, speaking, analyzing, computing, and solving
problems. These skills help the students become self-reliant and confident to pursue
independent goals. .

Learning about lifeThis process emphasizes problem solving in the real world of every-
day experience, how to get along with other people, use of leisure time, and adaptions to .

change.

Learning about careersThrough a variety of job experiences, disabled individuals for!
mutate questions about themselves in relatioh to careers and recognize the need for adap-
tability in processing future changes with themselves and irk the working world.

Learning about themselvesIndividuals are challenged to try new experiences, tasks they
had never attempted. or if attempted. in which they had not been successful. Throughout
the tryout stages, guidance is axallable tolhelp expand the vocational potential and to
assist in short-and long-term vocational goal setting.

Learning to be responsibleIndividuals are responsible for What they learn in EBCE.
Plannind, making decisions. negoliatind, and evaluating of self are key parts of the pro-
gram Participants are held accountable for, their action's and are assisted in meeting
expectation.

.

Learning about others -'.The community becomes the cidssroom in the EBCE model
through the sharing of information between the disabled individual and community
resource people. The community resource people serve as role models for some basic
daily living skills that are needed.

Learning by doingIndividuals learn the skills necessary to resolve problems in career-
related decision raking. EBCE outcomes are measured by performance. Achievement as
measured by grades is de-emphasized Sri favor of achievement that reflects problem solv-
ing in the working world. (Ibid.. p. 6)
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Vocational counseling in experience-based career education has as one of its major goals
increasing each person'scability to make choices, to act on those chdces, and to accept responsi-
bility for,the consequences of those choices. To achieve this goal, counselors utilize the accoun-
tability system as an important guidance tool. In this system. standard of behavior are clearly
defined and reflect community as well as school expectations. Consequences of behavior are nat-
ural outgrowths of the standards of behavior. Feed ackainferencesibetween the disabled individ-
ual and appromiate counseling-adents are an es lisped part of the syitem.

EBcias a vocational and guidance s em prepares individuals who are disabled to make
approprille decisions about which skill raining areas would be the most advantageous to enter
upon completion of the EBCE exploratory phase. Because of EBCE membership, participants
make more realisitic career choices and have more motivation to succeed.

Project SERVE and EBCE are models that are designed to assist disabled individuals, as well
as nondisabled. in developing their vocational potential to the maximum level possible. Like all
models that service the disabled, extensive use is made of occupational information systems in
ordkr to provide the tools through which vocational counselors and rehabilitation counselors can
assist their clients in career decision-Making strategies. The Michigan Occupational Information
System is one example of such a system. An equally impressive system is the Virginia VIEW (Vital ,

Informatlifil for Education and Mirk), which is a career informatjorvIelivery system geared to
assisting individuals in making career plans, and finding rewarding jobs (VIEW 1982), The system
makes extensive useAtmicroftche and microcomputer software as delivery agents. One unique,
feature of the system. lad one that has immediate impact for, vocational counselors, is the career
search that is designed to help individuals to prepare preps of interests and career goals.

The importance of vocational counseling in enhancing the employability of individuals with
disabilities cannot be minimized. Whatever prevocational model is used, or whatever occupational
system is followed, the interaction between client and vocational counselor in the subsequent job
preparation stage becomes increasingly important for the eventual vocational success of the dis-
abled client. The counselor's melding of client interests. aptitude, attitudes. and vocational motiva
bon becomes a key strategy in facilitating the job search, job preparation. and placement for the
client with datillities. The role of vocational guidance and counseling in assisting individuals with
disabilities in piirsuing job preparation and job placement strategies is the focus of the next sec-
tion of this monograph.
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APPLICATION or JOB PLACEMENT AND FOLLOW-UP
IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

William F. Sullivan

Prevocational skill development. vocational assessment. career exploratory experiences,jOb
tryouts, and specific vocational training are all key features of a Comprehensive VOcationat model
for serving individuals with or without disabilities. Therehabilitation process for disabled individu-
als. hOwever, while emphaelzing all of the above aspects of the model. adds additional attention to,
relevant strategies for job development, job placement, and job follow-up. The Miss of vocational
counseling, which was described in the preceding section, assumes increased importance
because, in this arena of job development and placement, counselors play a most significant role
in the overall job success or job failure of disabled individuals. If counselors dd not play an active
role in these arias..conceivably the disabled clients may finish a very comprehensive and expen-
sive program with no better job prospects than they had before they stajted it (Baxter 1979).

Tritjob development and placement of disabled individuals requires fat more effort and
strategies beyond those that are required for nondisabled rndividuals. To.accomplish this task,
placement counselors must join forces with significant others Ir; a team approach. Vocational skill
instructors, placement specialists, disabled individuals, and rehabilitation counselors all must work
together to provide the most effective planning and placement strategy: Through this strategy.
Individuals with disabilities can be assured.of having the best possible opportunities for placement
success. Significant elements of the planning and placement strategy involve the following phases.
job development. job modification, job analysis. job pladement, and job follow-up.

.

r Job Development
d

Job development goals mato igentify potential sources of employment and to encourage
employers to give disabled individuals an opportunity to succeed in appropriate Jobe (ibid.).
Regardless of whether the objective, is for onthe-job training, work study prbgrams, or full-time
employment, an organized approach to employer dontacts Ilia major first step. The placement
counselor should know the local community, who the largest employers are. which ones have
already hired individuals with disabilities, and which employers or companies are not currently hir-
ing disabled individuals. Dahl, Appleby, and Lipe (1978) *three methods for initiating employer
contacts. one-to-one personal contacts. personal contacts with groups of employers, such as
members of the local chamber of commerce or sdrvice groups such as Kiwanis or Rotarians. and
mail or media contacts. In initiating employer contacts, vocational counselors and rehabilitation
counselors need to be aware of employer concerns.regarding the hiring of disabled individuals
and the need to be able to counter these concerns and apprehensions with traightforward, honest
answers about disabled clients. In addition. placement staff members n to be aware of possible
work accommodations that may need to be made in order for individuals to be successful in job ..
placements., . ,
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Job Modification 4

The employer's commitment to provide opportunities for individuals with disabilities to sec-
ceed mandates that counselors involved in the rehabilitation process engage in actie efforts' 40..4
ensure that opportunities are utilized in the most effective manner possible. Consequently, along, «

with job development ic.tivities. a major responsibility for job modification is to ensure that dis- ekg

abled individuals will be able4to perform.the duties bf the particular jobs, Baxter (1979) has indi-
cated tha,t rehabilitation counselors need to.provide reassurance to the employers that such modi-
fioatiOns need not be expensive and that the productivity of the job, will not suffer. Rehabilitation
counselors have available the widelange of profosionalseiyicas-to astist the employers. They,
havelliertise in restructuring jobs, they are familiar with resources from their agencies, such al.
funds for trig purchastof adaptive and specialized equipment, and they can provide fund;; or assist
in finding seuices of funds for on-the-job training subsidies or partial payment of employees' salar-
ies, especially iLextensive supervision is required. The rehabilitation counselor also can call on the
services of such specialized personnel as industrial engineers,.equipment and material developers,
and other experts. The role of each member is to Ensure that the disabled individual has the maxi-
mum opportunity for success.

Foster. et al. (1977) indicate se ral different approaches to job modification. Perhaps the
most common form of modificatio is that for equipment. An equally important modification, how-
ever, occurs when aspects of the job are restructured in such a way that,different job tasks are
substituted for those that a disabled' individual could not perform. A third type of modification
involves changing the physical environment eitOsr by removing architectural bafflers or by manip-
ulating aspects of the specific working conditions. In any event, where modifications are neces-
sary, they are the key to successful job performance. '

jZ\4 Analysis

The rationale for job modification has its basis in the job analysis. The purpose of the analysis
is to break the job into its constituent steps in order to identify possible problem areas that may
need to be restructured as well as to ensure that the proper modifications and equipment can be
utilized by the disabled individuals. In addition. Dahl, Appleby. and Lipe (1978) indicate that Job
analysis should afford the employer an opportunity to get actively invoked in finding out how and
where disabled individuals can fit and what modifications need to be arranged. However, one cau-
tionary note should be stated at this time. Counselors and other placement personnel must guard
,against stereotyping individuals with specific disabilities into pre-conceived Job slots. This leads to
arbitrary accommodations that often do not enhance the productivity of the disabled workers. Per-
haps. as Vandergoot, Swirsky, and Rice (1982) suggest, the more appropriate procedure would be
for the placement counselor to arrange a face-to-face contact between employers acid the appli-
ekrits with disabilities, in order to ascertain the physical requirements of the job andltggest
accomrriodations that might need to be made_ Vandergoot, Swirsky, and RiCe quote research
revealing that, in many cases, individualswith disabilities are the best sou:woe:of information
regarding job accommodations that may be required to maximize performance.

Dahl. Appleby. and Lice (1978) urge that 106 analysis be started shortly after employer con-
tacts have been initiated, With this approach, and with a thorough and comprehensive Job analysis,
counselors can illustrate to potential employers that they are serous about assisting them in
resolving prrems if they should arise, and not just in "landing a job" for disabled individuals.
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Z Thctua1 placement of disabled individuals on a job'iS rather easy if 'the job development, jOb4,,
. ;. modification, and job analysishayobeen anti proesrly. Except for lower functioning individuals

such as the mentally retarded and individuals with.severe physical disorders, however, the actual
placement can be done rapidly with perhaps oily initial supporLneeded. ()r others, job placement,
may best proceed in a step-by-step fashion with job tasks being added gridually as new' ones are
learned, Other approaches may involve,job tryouts for set periods of time to ensure th.at The indi-
viduals cen adequately perform at the desired level. .

Job Follow-up

Perhaps one of the most important aspects of job development and placement for indivjduals ,

with disabilities is job follow-up. Often, however, follow -tip is overlooked or, in some cases, neg.
lected altogether. Without adequate.follow-up activities by counselors and other v,ocational sup; .

port services, numerous disabled individuals who were successfully placed initially would not con-.
tinue with their employment because of problems encountered on the job. Follow-up does not
necessarily need to be tied to a specific schedule, but rather should be geared to the disabled indi-
viduals and to the specific needs of the employers. .

Follow-up has many purposes. Dahl. Appleby. and Lipe (1978) have indicated that follow-up
act' vibes are particularly useful for spotting immediateproblems that occur treqUently in a new
placement. These problems can be quickly extinguished through an ongoing follow-up process. In
addition, follow-up serves to develop a favorable reputation for the program. thereby insuring that
other disabled individuals might be aided in placement. Follow-up also aids in needed program
improvements in training,.counseling services, or in placement services. Finally, follow-up allows
placement personnel to see how well the individuals are progressing on the job and if additional
training or resources are required. An additional by-product of follow-up is that it helps emplciyers
be more likely to accept new workers, or to retain an established employee, even if problems are.
being encountered.

The 'function of planning and placement for disabled individdals has traditionally been the role
of rehabilitation counselors. With the advent of increased opportunities in vocational education for
disabled however, vocational educators and vocational skill instructors, as well, hive
assumed a planning and placement role. Competency-based vocational instructional formats have
enabled vocational instructors to measure specific performance of individuals at many different
competency levels. Consequently, they are often in a better position to know what specific stu-
dents can do. In many cases, the instructors have the lob placement resources to ensure proper
placement.

As previously mentioned, job development and placement of disabled individuals works best
through a team approach. The practitioners in the three disciplines of vocational education, spe-
cial education, and rehabilitation have unique experiences and expertise. which can effectively be
used to assist disabled individuals. Special education teachers can help vocational education
teachers in academic support areas and can aid in placeinent. Vocational education teachers can
help rehabilitation personnel in developing placement sources, and rehabilitation personnel can
help both special education and vocational teachers in planning the transition from school to work
or in developing postsecondary training programs and adult training programs. These services can
then be used for retraining. job development lob advancement, and development of emerging
technologies to create more employment opportunities for disabled individuals.
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Model
.

Programs.
. .

_ . .

Numerous successful programs throughout the nation serve individuals with disabilities.
These programs emphasize the cohesiveevocatbmal planning and placement strategies that have
been outlined in the preceding section. Of the many, three comprehensive programs are highligh-
ted in this sectionas examples. They are Project Transition, Job Path, and Projects with industry.

Project Transition (Virginia Department 1979) is a program serving the Northern Virginia area
and has been funded through f&deral grants. the Virginia Department of Rehabilitative Services.
and community services board! Its gdal is to assist mentally retarded adults in becoming competi-
tively employed in secure jobs that have peen caret* matched with their vocational abilities and
career interests. in order to accomplish this goal, Project Transition emphasizes p one=t6-one rale-
,tionShip between the dibable0 individual and the job placement specialist. This unique relationship
ensures that the dilabled individual will demonstrate successful adjustment to the job as well a
satisfactory performance. The apprbach used by Project Transition includes the following .

. . .-features: ,.

intensive one-IP-One Pre-job orientation I ting approximately two weeks, using actual
training sites in the community

'

N .

-,

.
Full-time onlhe-job training and supervision by the placement team from two weeks to

. two months .

a Transportation, as required, to and from the work setting,

Maintenance of close family ties *

Occupational skill-training and work adjustment
. .-*

Comprehensive job analysis for each potential job site
,

employerMaintenance of close employer contact ' . !
. .

Involvement of various community resources to ensure a comprehensive, cohesive, and
- , consistent approach to employment

4

Project Transition emphasizes social and economic independence through entry into the competi-
tive working world. .

Another example of a very successful iocationaf plannmg and placement model is Job Path
(1980). a supported work program:designed to enable hard to employ individuals to obtain and
retain jobs. Five basic components are an integral part of the supported work program.

Real job assignments as part qielhe training period for the purpose of transmitting job
skills essential in the competitive job market

Successful experiences so that the disabled individual is not overwhelmed by initial 10b
responsibilities ,

Firrrpbut supportive supervision

z
a
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Regular evaluation and feedback in order to increase self-confidence and the develop-
mpnt of individual responsibility

Opportunities for peer support in order to gain mutual strength and understandin9"

The firt stage of training in Job Path is designed to teach the participants good working hab-
ifs and develop basic skills. Each participant is placed in a public sector employment site for upto
six moriths_ During this period individuals are paid te minimum wage. The second stage occurs
when the trainees are placed in a private sector site.rrainees are matched to either the private or
public training site on the basis of skills. personality, and potential of the trainee to rilet the needs
of the employer. The third stage of the transitional program occurs where the trainees move from
Job Path's payroll to the payroll of the organization.that hires them on a competitive basis. The hir-
ing of Job Path trainees occurs in two ways. first, what began as a training opportunity turns into a
competitive job slot; and secondly, trainees are hired by firms on a direct-hire basis.

Job counseling 'ken integral part of the Job Path ripodel..Job coun elors provide the support
-system for the trainees. The counseling component of Job Path has fou methods of support for
toth the supervisor and the disabled individual:

I

Job counselors visit the training sites on a regular basis in orde'r to observe the trainee at
work and to identify strengths and potential pioblem areas. Job counselors meet briefly
with the individual to provide needed support.

4

Job counselors meet regularly with supervisors to discuss the disabled individual's pro-
gress and possible areas of concern.

Job counselors provide individual counseling for each trainee.

Group counseling is provided for each trainee.

The counseling component is a continuous one and continues throughout the first months of
placement, gradually being reduded over the course of the year.

.

Job Path's transitional employment program emphasizes work adjustment, job development,
job counseling. and followup. It has been extremely successful in making successful employees
out of a large number of disabled individuals who had been thought to be unemployable.

Projects with Industry (PWI) is a job development, planning, and placement program, coopeia-
tively administered by both private industry and rehabilitation agencies. Pair, Adkins, and Morrison
(1981) have indicated that all phases of job development and planning have the4 focus in the
model, but that primary focus tends to be on work adjustment and actual job placement. At the
present time, well over one hundred Project with Industry programs are found throughout the
nation.

t
As expressed by Pati. Adkins, and Morrison (1981), PWI is founded urfon four major

assumptions:
o

ActuaL work settings provide the most reliable arena for evaluating the skills and aptitudes
of potential employees. Work site evaluations prepare disabled individuals for competitive
employment. /
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The employer, as well as the disabled worker, needs help in training and placement.

4

Employers are in an expellent position to identify job disabled individuals. They may be
.. involved in defining the qualifications for jobs and designing trainingrpiogiams.

It is in industry's best interest to institute employment practices for disabled individuals.
Partnership with rehabilitation service providers is the best method for instituting and
promoting such practices for the betterment of the employer, the disabled individual. and

...leo-workers.

In alPof the PO/Is established, the usu al situation is aziose working relationship between
industry and rehabilitation personnel that achieves the common goal of eventual. successful
adjustment and placement. Consequently, Projects with industry performs three essential
fOnctions;

The program creates an effective and cohtinuous partnership between business and ser-
vice agencies in the rehabilitation process. .

As a result of Projects with Industry, rehabilitation services are more responsive to the
needs of employers as wet, as the needs df disabled individuals.

'The potential of disabled individuals is more fully utilized.

The ongoing pareship between service providers and private and public employment per-
sonnel is the key to the success of three programs that have been described. These Successful
partnerships have a strong emphasis diFi meeting the needs of the employers. while not Ignoring
the human service needs bf the disabled individuals. Pressman (1981) states that programs wi
this emphasis have an advantage because they provide realistic and demanding work apneas.
thus increasing the opportunity for good work placements for the disabled inclividua who are
served by the programs. These programs combine the opportunity for experience in the employ-
ment sector as well as exposure to technological expertise of vocational educators. As a result. the
programs play a key role in the partnership between educational service providers and business
and industry.
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THE EXPANSION Of SERVICES FOR DISABLED PERSONS
WITHIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Pamela J. Leconte

I
In this s¢ction the expanding role of Vocational education is addressed in terms of reasons for

expansion, status of current developments, and implications that expansion has for vocational
educatprs. The passage of several decades has not altered the goals of vocational education and
rehabilitation, but the means of achieving them have clanged. in order to avoid duplication of ser-
vices. and to provide a continuum of vocational education preparation for individuals with disabili-
ties, the two disciplines are forming linkages with each other while enlisting the cooperative sup-
port of special education. .

/
As the role of vocational education expands to serve an increasing variety of populations,

i vocational educators are finding that the techniques, methodologies, Emil services of rehabilitatioh
with modifications and adaptations can be applied effectively to the vocational training of these
varied groups. These populations include non-English speaking. older persons, limited English
proficient. disadvantaged and disabled youth and adults. underemployed and displaced workers,
as well as the unemployed and employed workers requiring upgraded training and retraining

.
. .

The evolution of both vocational edUcation and rehabilitation has.refined services and made
them mote sophisticated.trhisprocess continues to accelerate as the educational and-rehabilita-
tion systems attempt to adapt to changing demands in productivity and technology. Each disci-
pline been the preparation for productive, successful employment on individual needs in conjunc-
tion with manpower demands of the job market (Lynch, Kiernan. and Stark 1982).

,
.t.".,..

r,
"I

Communication and cooperation among vocational educators and special education and
rehabilitation personnel are necessary to serve individpa s effectively who are disabled. The task of
educating'disabled students will be most etfictive if edu tors from each discipline help their
counterparts understand the nature, demAnds, and re irements of vocational education as well as
the nature, implications, needs, add, apabilities of iifiduals with handicipping conditions.
Tesolowski, Rosenberg, and Hammond (1980) contend Mat a "blending of disciplines will provide
students ".... with a more comprehensive contiguous movement along the continuum of education
and trainsp services" (p. 12). They further predict that ameliorated services and "unnecessary
duplication" will be prevented through this idtegration.

N

Service to Expanding Populations

.
moreChanging societal attitudes have contributed to a more service- oriented movement focusing

on the "humanitarian aspects of growth and social development" in all educational and human
services programs (Lynch, Kiernan, and Stark 1982, p. 282). These attitudes have brought about a
change. which broadened the.service bases in rehabilitation and vocational education,. 0

S.
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In.the,1950s. legislation directed rehabilitation to serve a wider base of disabled adults and
school-aged y,outh,,T.his wink° populatidn included many indiViduals who possessed no previous
work experiente; thus requiring entry-level Skill training and adOmpaiying job reariness
Likewise. vocational education has been mandated to ixpand,itspopulatidri hese to provide train-
ing and education for all students who desireit. including those with disabilities. Each of these

-41iSciplines has had to adapt to populations that require different andspecialized types of
, preparation. ,

InterclisciplinarVtooperation
,

.

The cooperative,experti.se of vocational and special education creates .an employthent-
`; directed effOrt for servillfstudentswith disabilities before they leave school. The.role orspecial

education in the iocational Preparation and training of these individuals has,stemmed from pro-
grammatic needs, professional consciousness. and parental deniands. Special educators can pro -
vide career developnient, prevoCetional preparation, and academic support with vocational ;to-
gramming. Liaison, communication, and cooperation arpong special education, vocational .
education, d rehabilitation also have provided better job readiness and vocational skillet ining
to disabled I dividuals. Ideally, these cooperative linkages can provide a continuum of tra nina
and preparation. Cooperative service delivery can provide prevocational reparation, skill nd

. i employability training, and jdb placement without breaks in continuity 'lapses in develo ment .
i after graduation. The passage of P.L. 94-142, P.L. 94-482. and Section 504 of P.L. 93-112 rt.

forced the natural linkages by mandating cooperation among the threvlisciplines.
-

1

,
The reclusion at the local levet of the vocational evaluation Process in education represented a

primary catalyst for c,ociperation between vocational edUcation. special eduCation, and rehabilita-
tion. Vocational evaluation allowed for more appropriate placements. provided the rationale for
placement decisions, and identified the supplemental servioes that students required in order to
become employable. As.the demand for vocational evaluation increased due to the growing
number of-students seeking vocalionareducation, the need for additional support services and
vocationally related instruction betame evideht.,

,

I
- .

%i New Roles
. .

t

As addition( needs are identified. new roles and responsibilities are being'tdelineated within
vocational education. The prototy'Oes for sortie of these roles are already operating viithin rehabili-
tation. The need to provide support and ancillary, services hasicreateee new cadre ofProfessional
educators (e.g.. vocational evaluators, support service/vocationally related instrirCtoyii liaison,
counselors, adaptive-device specialists. work adjustment coordinators, and others): .

`...
%.

?
_

The emergertce of this group of professionals represents another linking force between disci-
plines. Although the professionals comprising these groups big varied experiences and training
backgrounds. the majority have come from special education, rektabilitation,,WIdance-Oriented
roles, and other human service professions. Although they pe*rm similar functiohs for disabled
students *in vocational education, they are often tied to different fundin urces. The National

,Association of Vocational Education Special Needs Personnel (NAVES as chartered in 1974,
first as a section of the New and Related Services DivisiOn of the America Vocational AsSociation
(AVA) and, more recently, as the primary organization within the Specill Needs DiOision Of AVA
Special educators developed a similar professional association, the Division if Career Develop-
ment ,(DCD), as a division of the Council for Exceptional Children (CEC)i RS76. These organize-
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. . .
tione'rnsihtain comLnon goals and similar objectives and, indeed. involve many of the Jame proles-
sionais,:ln addition to serving professionals in new roles, NAVESNMbai involved professionals
from the Various cc:iatt areas invocatiOnareclucailon who- work with.special needs students.

.

. ,

O

.Cogieritive Efforts re,...
.

On the Iotal and nationa) levels, the leadership of NAVEENP. DCD. an#AljaVocational Et/Alto-
tion and Work Adjuitment Associati (VEVVAA) has cooperat to addreitopluil,concerne, to`
provide improved services, and tb /den 'ty common goals to for more integratiye services. Coop-
eration at the national,state, and lo6 association levels (einfo s interagency linkages among
the three agencies and assists in dire tang a mutial, interdr zational growth process- Rhin the
profession This example on the assn iation level can complement the efforts and directi n of the
parent associations, AVA, CEC, and the Natibnal Rehabilitation Associstid(NRA). All reksub-

, otganizations"must strive to 'co6peratively unite their efforts in order to provide significantibrid
* challenging leadership at all levels" (TesolOwski:Rosenberg;and Hammond 19e0.
r -

4, je .4
....-- Cooperative Agreements , .- 0 . . .r.

. . . r t,
..

os. Motivated both, by identified needs and legislative mandates. federal leadership has developed .
policy for cooperation among agencies. The U.S. Office of Education's "Position Statement of it'4'
Appropriate Comprehensite Vocational Education for all Handicapped Persons" of 10 July 1978
set forth the preliminary reqpirerpents of public laws. this memorandum called for a "joint admi,
nistrative plan" to integrate the a4ivities of the Bureaus of the Handicapped and Occupational and,..1,.
Adult Education (Tindall 1`98i; p. 51). ii .t, . ri. A
... , .

. . . ... .

. Another landmark memoiandurn.was issued on 21 Novernber'1978 oy the U.S. Office of Edu-
cation This document established the structure and timelines for the "Development of Forrhal
Agreements between Special Education. Vocational Rehabilitation. and Vocational Education Pro-
grams to Maximize Services to tridicapped Individuals" (ibi. p. 61).: .

7.4
4i. -

Examples of other -federal initiatives inclade focal arid national cooperative agreements with
the Compirhensive Education and Training 'Act programs and other third party agencies. Another
instance o tfederal commitment was illustrated by the consolidation of Ribiabilitation Service* and
the Bureau Of tdpcationjorthe)iandiceoped into the Office of Special Edication and Rehabilita-
tive Services (OSERS) afte the Department of Education was formed in 1979 (Bar-Droma 1982)/r

,..
b 4 '

Numerous state and local educational tiencies have established cooperative agreements
. among the three agificres. Ashby and Bensberg (1981) cite examples ofsuch contractual efforts

from tenleardt' exemplary compdnents from agreements in eighteen states,144

_

One examige of an xemplarenter ncy linkage vatdemonstraild intiVashington County.
Maryland In thisfnstance, vocational non:initiated and' persistently encouratied contractual
cooperative agreements. Cooperation a ng SETA. rehabilitation, Vocational education. and spe-
cial education was documented and,form /Fed This collaboration enabled disabled adults. out-of-
school youth. and students dnrolled in school t2 to vocationally evaluated and to receiVe prevoca4
tionel programming. School instructors'were teemed to serve these populations both during and
after school. All four agenCies contributed to the purchase of equipment and Aided salaries for
the teachers for extended day services.

si
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Encouraged by the success of this program, the vocational educators in Washington*County
carded the linkage a step further by incorporadalgooperative agreements into individual School,
programs. At the school level. the agreements were often devised by threo primary service provid-
ers representing guidance, vocational educatiod or industrial arts, and special education. The
school administrators approved and co-signed the agreements. Since this procesi was instituted
in 1981 and 1982, the teachers and administrators feel that their disabled students are receiving
quality_ vocational education and have more opportunity to be successful in their efforts (Ingersoll
1982).

0

.s
.

/

I Program Improvements ..1
- .-_- . /

competency -based vocational education represents another current trend that reflects the
expanding role of vocational educators. Competency-based curricula is tailor-made for integration
into individualized education and individual written rehabilitation plans. . a

Competency-based education also reinforces the open entry/open exit philosophy in that stu-
dents can participate in skill development until they master competencies that are commensurate .
with their abilities and are sufficient for employment. Close working relationships between saton-
dary and postsecondary schools and industry will help solidifithis training continuum.

.

The rapidity of technological ad nces has the potential to improve the'rate and level of suc-
cess for disabled students participatin in training. The use of computers. robotics, lasers, voice
synthesizers, and the myriad of telecommunication advances such as voice, bre th, or pointer-
directed computers that provide verbal-visual feedback. can reduce learning tim .and eliminate
co tion barriers. to namea few advantages (Lynch, Kiernan, and Stark 1 82). These
improv- nts will allow individurts to acquire and to maintain more advanced vocational skills. .

Already. these systems have enabled people with disabilities to receive and to share'informatio
(ibid.):. . a

impllca
44,1

for.VocatiOnel Educators
lor

Current needs and mandates pave resudid in vocational educators changing their roles and
responsibilities regarding, the teaching.of disabled students. As Tindall and Gugerty*(1979) state.

. improvement of vocatiVial education for handicapped people is primarily the task of
the v tational teachers who prepare daily instruction.'However, vocational administra-

. tors, oordinators, academic and special educators, universities, state education agen.:
cies employers. and others also have a Fin in the process. No one group can provide all .
of t services neeked. (p. 198) t)

0 13s also essential that professionals involved in support function's work side by side with the/ vocational instructors and administrators. Much of the burden of communicating and integrating
with other prOgrams can be assumed or shared by suppoVtaff. Often. the vocational educator.
can serve ild consultant role wjth other educators.' * - .

The responsibilities of vocational educatorstre changing almost as rapidly as the technologi-
.. cal advances of which they must keepiabreast within their accupational and techniCal trade areas.

These professionals provide programs that can help people prepare for a career. a yocation that
can be pursued throughout a working lifetime. making whatever adaptations and changes the

= \. .,
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unforeseeable future in the world of w. k may require. When a complete change of career is
'desired or becomes necessary. vocation = I education must be prepareqtp help make.thls possible
(Leighbody 1981). ,e
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Trends in itpsotional Educatibn
.. .

,

,

ION% ..' In the 1981 Yearbook of th erican Vocational Association entitled The Future of Vose" t ,
( !moat Ed!isstion. reldman mil; t that "looking shied is a matter of itews,sily." White address-

.. e
., ing.futy'restec planning,'Hopkins-(1982). also cautions thatif vocational educators do not develop

-vocatidnal,eclucatme as the single dilivery system for vocational and technical training . ....then %

, ondustries voll go gittrthelrainong business themselves" exclusively or wi seek sources other than
publicAcatefinal education (p. 32). Vocational education, ust adopt an pint st4incilkiitnersttips

,

r , .. ,antrcoojierativeietationihips with other fields of educati and other rules. ' t
. -, . . ,..

-,.. , ., ,., ., c, ,.

topic
; 4 : 4 . t 1 7

., J c :. , TAseyppyriv areas are viewed as having an impact on t planning for future vocatiana
,educatcip tmd,t-fairun.g,geeds, Each topic includes implications fo vocational education ansithiii ,,.

,,,. - ,. +.4 ;,.. .. reirlitsboisto rehabilttabon. Trends anlehabilitation also are described In this chapter., ""-, `

," A; s.,' . *,
; - -."' o s

. .`lisiteOlfrce .I
-

/r
4.... :* ,1". -

v gectiqpsjefmite that robots will eliminate numerous semiskilled or low-skilled jobs but al,
r 4. t sameia t reinwe large numbers of additionaftechnicians. Vocational education can itik

.withicibbhcsymnUfactirieri and users to develop mutual usage and time- sharing sof,equi Gal&
. ,lialeensquiPoses.The costvi retooling? purchasing equipment. and trairiing perso I

bh$hatenj of vocational-technical education training in most carts of the try
clustry clibld expand job possibilities for some disabled individuals who could prof '

. hib ,its t

.$ The robot
monde) ,'$r. t nically cootie)l robots in industrial settings rather than perform many of the

rharhizif .beeti assumed by these:sophisticated-machribes.

I, lielmr#141Cot1400 Industdest-1'
,, ,

. 1. . -I"
-..- Advances

.

i n .c.or.technotogj. and telecommunication linkages have enabledma*
i*, . ,

people
: ! . to use tiome,baied comriiiters. This development hokisarticular benefits' for disabled workers

.
, , who4ca.ri remain ii an. adaptiVe, home envir ment while being full -time employees ceconsultanta

.. ,, (Sw,anson1181,) 1,fonational education can up school- or 01,1e-based training situations for
. desetift:lor noodisshied.sliirients. homemakers. older persons, or bnemployed adults ):Iehabilita:
.. bort clients with severe dissifillities can gain emplpymerktrirough-the use of'this technology
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Managerial Changes

, .
Changes in the workplace necessitate adaptations in training for employment. Americ

---,T...1 ' : . .::-.,, . i..
industry currently is incorporating new managerial approaches into the workplace, and employees -

are.being involved on a continuing basis in the management of business and industry. Conse-.
. quently, vocationeeducation students within ail content areas may need some managerial and e.

\y`additional,CommqniCation s,kilis.
7 / . .. . -.4.'

. Disabled individuaie:tan be expected to. ecome partners wijh employers both in themodifica-,,,
lion of jobstid in theimplementation of other managerial decisions that have an impact on their
work Rettabilitation Counselors and educators can assist in establishingthese partnerships, pro-
viding technicsaisistance, and serving needed intermediary functions (McCarthy 1982).

f
4

. :
Emerging Occupations/

- ....."
Accoiding to U.S. Department of Labor projectioqs emerging occupations will require new

options for and forms of vocational training. The" National Center for Research in Vocational Edu-
cation defines the term "emerging occupations" as those occupation at "no one used to work
aka few people work at now, and lots of people will work at soon- ('E rging 0 up ons. Not

-,."
Every Acorn"' 1982. p 12). Many of these occupalisos are polarized around hu an services,I , , I Iv,' 4

renergy. communication, and traditional serviceineustries such as food and tei ure.
"...f "; I ::.

It is predicted that vocational education, will be integrating computer to gy/Iii cy and :',!:-I

....,. ... :;1; -'-' - a 1 !!:"7

advanced communication science into all vocational cont . The conCurrea- Itisti.isn,of :. .;,-.., ;g I.
technology into general and academic coursework cou ct enhance mastery of these equOrte skills

,
,,,,

0 fjc
This trend will have an impact on the training and placement options for persons thefisa6ilities.

i
I f

1 I . . :
and therefore, upon the rehabilitation process. . .

i ,
; , .

.. 4 , - o ,
%I.` *-11! .-,

I. ,. It
Changes within Education

..
I. *4

.

.:
t

s- 7 ; 4

. Twelve-month school years. increased use,of facilities, short-term training p!og,riims and. I
,

,;
other alterajions rn traditional educational structure and practice may provide inctizaienonorturt,-, .

sties to combine training efforts with industry and other agencies. An emphasis oribleforig career .

development is beginning tokiaracterize rehabilitation and vocational educalitiri (fijubaker/981-...
Fair 1980. Vandefgoot and "rrall 1982). The social and economic forces that shape this tretid,_

7 affectpoth disciplines. andyt,the area of train and upgrading skills, vocational gcluCatiortana ,

rehabHitatiop are interrelated.

'
Competency-based Programming

44; '

.

Short-term vocational training or on-the-job training is in increasinglemand. Cooperative
agreements and programs between vocational educators, vocational rehabilitators, and specific
industfy officials (an ease the transition of disabled individuals to productiZte commuhity roles.

. . . ,
% As vocal onal opportunities for disabled persons are exlensled and efforts toward normalize-
k bon and m nstreamming are emphasiied (i.e., placement in least restrictive, most appropriate

. training en ironments). more disabled individuals will seek postsecondary education and Oat ing .

, (Fable A continuum of competencpbased training programming, therefore. will be necessary'.ryi
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Arinpen-antry/open-axit approach will facilitate the progression of these individuals through train-

41programa into productive employment= '
. . , . .

,-...-,,,-, ,, -..
. . -,.:,.. ...

Protects with industry ' .: -.

The Current growth of training agreements between out-of-school youth and aduttprograms
and the private sector has assisted in serving all individuals in need of training or retraining. Tran-
listsopal projects have involved partnerships between CF:TA, state rehabilitative services agencies. ..

and other community agencies. o provide disabled adults with opportunities to gain competitive
ernployment. Successful school- to-work linkages. are evidenced in programs such as those deve-
loped brffie National Restaurant Association, International Associations of Machinists and Aero-

, space Workers, and the Nation_alDemonatralicin Program for Disabled Workers. Another program. '
.Youthwork.Inc., weinitiated by the Department of Labor to help implement the,Youth moto
rnent and DeMonstration Projects Act of i977. This particular effort acts as a coordinat1

r,
o-g corp

ration to administerthe private foundallone as well, as sch9o1 and governmental agency who
,cooperate to.rnakathe programs poiaible: doopdlative projects with industry can be integrated
into vocational educit)On and, rehtbilitation programs by sharing cost, expertise. equipment, and..
facilities for training iffoiis. - ..: ,t

:

Personnel ktchangna, :
. , .

In order to assist vocational education personnel in coping with technological advances and
new Tanagement practices. the exchange of vocational ?ducation instructors and administrators
with industrial trainers and employeeS can be used. Increased awareness and understanding
would result in a smoother transition into tfie employment setting, which is especially relevant for

4

disabled individuals.

This practice has been evidenced in foe vocational eduCation ofjfersons with disabilities.
8ensburg and Ashby (1981) r port that successful cooperative Programs, involve the incorporation
of rehabilitation and spec' education professionals inio`vocational education settings where their..
expertise is used in pro m implementation.

:Central Data Collection
. ,

The concurrent advances in computer technology and rmilti-agency cooperation should con-
tinue to have positive effqcts on centralizing resources, reducing duplication, and expediting ser-
vice delivery. Mine specificalpf, the usof central informatidn storage for job banks, student
records, funding sources. training programs. and other information can be utilized by all agencies
involved in the business of vocational education and employment placement.i . . .

Data collection concerning piogram accountability is now routine in all levels of the delivery ,
system. Although much of this information would be helpful to cooperating agencies. data are
often incompatible with that witch is collected from cooperating agencies (e.g., rehabiliation.
manpower, special education, And vocational equcation). Efforts will begin to focus on developing
accountability and information-gathering systems tna are compatible and complementary

. . .
Disabled individuals can benefit from improved collect' n. referral. and dissemination practi-

ces in that less duj 'cation will occur. In addition. statistic I follow-up would indicate the cost-
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benefit of training and hiring persons who are distbled. For example, preliminary researc by
Schneider and Associates (1982) indicates that benefits of a community based Transition I
employment Training project far ouhveigh the costs of employing disabled individuals i institu-
tional or traditional stsparate training programs.tsuch as stieltered workshops.

Trends In Reha Mallon
.

.
Trends in vocational education in many instances are linked to parallel trends in rehabilitation.

As a concision to the monograph, trends in vocational rehabiliation will be highlighted. As indi-
cated in the,previous sectidn, those attitudinal, philosophical, legislative, administrative, and tech-
nological forces that have an impact on vocational education also have an impact upon rehabilita-
tion. Trends within the rehabilitation program can be surmised from an assessment of current
patterns of service delivery. priorities within the program, and developments in practices.

is 1

Patterns in Service Delivery
.

I
Jenkins (1901) points out the "money. facilities, and trained personnel

.

remain, now as in 1920.
obvious impediments to more effective service delivery" (p. 32). He also notes that tt definition of

,Viabilitation has broadened with each new piece of enabling legislation so-that it rkiw includes
independent living. self-development, personal growtiand social rehabilitation for those people

without potential employability" (ibid.. p. 32). Thus. the spectrum of services and client groups has
been expanding. Influence on the legislation and administration of rehabilitation programs can be
expected to be felt in vow of "increasing advocacy for special groups, increased public support
from new sectors of society. and increased activity by special interest groups" (ibid.).

-..,

The human rights movement and increasing involvement and sophistication of consumer
groups dearly will continue to have an impact on rehabilitation. In addition, advances fn the tech;
nology within rehabilitation will have an impact on the quality and scope of services provided.

Priorities within the Program

Vandergoot (1982a) asserts that the role of rehabilitation is one of intermediary in the
exchange proCess that results in people getting jobs. Traditionally the job development and
placement process received little attention in view of competing, demands on the counselors time
(Fraser and Clowers 1978. Smits and Emener 1980). Currently gretter emphasis is being placed on
placement activities. and many rehabilitation professionals are focusing on the development of
industry-labor advisory councils (Vandergoot i 982a). research on corporate contributions to the
hiring and career development of individuals with disabilities (Hedley, Smart, and Young 1982),
development of strategies to gather and use labor market information more effectively (Vander -
goot. Swirsky. and Rice 19821. and the implementation Oa variety Cob de velopMent and place-
ment technologies and proadures. This increased level of knowledge. skill, technology, and
emphasis reflects changes in the role of rehabilitation in the placement area as well as in other
areas of rehabilitation.

al+

.

.

/

Developments In Practices
,...,

The first part of this section on trends indicated that vocational education is engaging in .

cooperative efforts with various sectors. Partnerships characterize the work of the rehabilitation

. 56
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professional as well, and it may be assumed that those linkages wiltbe increased in number and
scope.

, Rehabilitation is emphasizing partnerships wi$ business and industry, with sch0q1s, and with . 1
community agencies_ emphasis is on the career evelopment of persons with disabilities. BrOlin
and D'Alonzo (1979) point out that a large numb r of students with disabilities experience a dis-
continuity i6 career development and fail to acii ire' adequate social and academic skills. Gener-
ally, a gap exists in the provision of those skills nesessary for the students to maximize vocational
and social abilities (Jenkini and Odle 1980). This pPoblem has been attributed to a failure to
communicate between special eduCators and rehabilitation personnel (BrOlin 1973) and to the lack
f adequate training Of teachers to become competent in providing es tial job-related skills.
nowledge. and attitudes (Jenkins and Odle 1980). As reflected, in the rk of Meers (1980) and in
's monograph, theAaps in training and knowledge are being clOspi a d communication between 4

disciplines and programs is more effective. The emphasis on con bli and On a lifespan
approach to education and rehabilitation can be expected to conti (Brubaker 1981).

...
It

Summary

The present normalization philosophy and pressures exerted to correct BOwe's (1978) obser-
vation that "America handicaps disabled people" or that the barriers to participation are imposed
by society have contributed to the increased cooperation among educators and rehabititation pro-
fessionals The mandate to ensure the realization of certain rights is common to the cooperating
programs. Each relies on the other, and services are cOriiplementary.

Relationships with bUsiness and induStry are sought by vocation& educators, by special edu-
cators, and by rehabilitation personnel: Bensburg and Ashby (1981) pOint out.that program philo-
sophy of the cooperative rehabilitatioNspecial education/vocational education programs they
reviewed "holds that employment is the ultimate measure of success" (p. 20). Thus, all programs
hold this common goal and share strategies for reaching it. Each program emphasizes placement,
and within rehabilitation. approaches to placement inclu.ge cultivating relations with industry
(Vandergoot.1982a). with unions (Mallik and Moretti 1982, Vanqprgoot 1982a), And with commun-
ity employers (McCarthy 1982). Similar processes occur *thin vocational education.

This trend toward increased partnership is Apected to continue, As Mallik and Moretti (1982)
point out. employment opportunities for individuals with disabilities traditionally have been grea-
test in the public sector. Service an industries such as finance, insurance, wholesale, and retail
trade can be expected to grow through the mid-eighties, and prospects for placement within these
fields may welt be promising_ Innovative approaches to placement and changes in the direction of
the rehabilitation professional's efforts to work closely with employers and with the union.repre-
sentatives of these industries are expected (ibid.).

As Jenkins and Odle (1980) point out, the legislative mandates, movements toward career
education and competency-based teaching, and the growing acceptance of the philosophy of
normalization have combined to promote a climate of acceptance and an environment conducive
to the more effective preparation of disabled persons to reach their employment potential. These
forces have had national impact on rehabilitation programs, and, as Burton (1982) asserts. "Fed-
eral program priorities are, as always, complex and interrelated, but they are now also apparently
changing quite rapidly" (p. 52) Shifting social and political pressures have an impact on programs,
acrd various trends have been described. Change can be expected to accelerate in the years ahead,
nd with strong bases of cooperation, these programs with common goals will be able to support,

and complement one another and augment the services and training oppOrtunities available to
persons with disabilities.
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